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of finite aspect ratio and part-span blowing at subsonic speeds. Wind tunnel tests
have revealed that full-span blowing is more effective than part-span blowing for
obtaining lift or rolling moments, It was also shown that the "lift effectiveness"
decreases when the ratio of blown area to wing area decreases or when a part-
span blown area is moved toward the wing tip. The results of the wind tunnel
study indicate that available theoretical analyses provide satisfactory predictions
of jet-flap lift for full span blowing, but further theoretical work is needed, es-
pecially to determine the effects of part-span blowing.

A study to examine the feasibility of using VDT blowing for primary flight control
of COIN (counterinsurgency) or TRIM (trails, roads and interdiction rm~issions)
aircraft was undertaken. The estimates of the required thrust, mass flow and
horsepower seemed reasonable, so duct losses were calculated, and the weight
and fuel requirements were estimated. A VDT primary flight control system
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ABSTRACT

U Investigations of the Variable Deflection Thruster (VDT) for a no-external-

moving surfaces (NEMS) flight control system have been extended to determine
SI the effects of finite aspect ratio and part-span blowing at subsonic speeds.
P Wind tunnel tests have revealed that full-span blowing is more effective than

part-span blowing for obtaining lift or rolling moments. It was also shown
that the "lift effectiveness" decreases when the ratio of blown area to wing
area decreases or when a part-span blown area is moved toward the wing tip.
The results of the wind tunnel study indicate that available theoretical analyses
provide satisfactory predictions of jet-flap lift for full span blowing, but further
theoretical work is needed, especially to determine the effects of part-span
blowing.

A study to examine the feasibility of using VDT blowing for primary flight
control of COIN (counterinsurgency) or TRIM (trails, roads and interdiction
missions) aircraft was undertaken. The estimates of the required thrust,
mass flow and horsepower seemed reasonable, so duct losses were calculated,
and the weight and fuel requirements were estimated. A VDT primary flight
control system weighing 480 lb was hypothesized, and the maneuvering capa-
bility of an aircraft with this NEMS system was compared to the aircraft with
conventional controls. It was found that the aircraft performance was
generally improved with the NEMS control system.
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NOTATION

AR - wing aspeuL raLiu (U/0)

b - wing span length

b - span of tunnel test section
T

c - wing chord length

C - wind tunnel test section cross-sectional area (bT x h)

CD - drag coefficient (D/qS W)

CD - induced drag coefficient

C - zero-lift drag coefficient
10

cg - center of gravity position

C - lift coefficient (L/q SL w
CM - quarter-chord pitching moment coefficient (M/qS wC)

Cc/4

CM - rolling moment coefficient
r

C - pressure coefficient ( q )
CH1 -c compressor power coefficient

C - blowing coefficient based on blown wing section,L r V .i/ qS B

C ý - blowing coefficient based on total wing section,
•'T 61 VI/qSW,

D drag force

S.. .... . .. . . . . .. .. . . .
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* h - height of tunnel test section

lift force

M - moment or Mach no.

Sin - jet-flap mass flow

p roll rate

P comp compressor horsepower

Ppor
p plenum pressure in jet-flap or VDT wing

PVDT

. P - static pressure on airfoil surfaces

P1 - freestream total pressure

PM freestream static pressureI
- freestream dynamic pressure

S - airfoil surface area (b x c)

SB - sectional airfoil surface area where jet-flap blowing exists

t -airfoil thickness or time

T - thrust (rnVj)

T - plenum temperature in jet-flap wing

V - freestream velocity

V. - calculated isentropic jet velocity

= ~ ~ P { T R vl/ ]1/2
V] RTp 1 pp .
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x - chordwise distance from leading edge to points on airfoil

y - spanwise distance from root chord to points on airfoil

- distancc from. aircraft horizontal tail acrodynamic center to cg

Z - vertical distance from wing aerodynamic center to cg

0 airfoil angle of attack

y - ratio of specific heats = 1.4 for air

PI = freestream total density

a - density ratio (P/p sea level)

T - jet angle measured from airfoil centerline

Superscripts

2-1 ) two-dimensional value

3-D - three-dimensional value

Subscripts

F undisturbed (free) air measured

H - horizontal tail

T - tunnel measured

v vertical tail

V DT variable deflection thruster quantity

W wing

xii 1
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SECTION I
i ITr. ODUCTION,

This is the final report of Phase IV work in a program directed toward the
development of a fluid flight control system with no external moving surfaces
(NEMS).

The first phase of investigation (Ref. 1) showed that a jet-flap device called
the Variable Deflection Thruster (VDT) can produce high lift with simul-
taneous drag reduction at low external airspeeds.

I Phase I (Ref. 2) of the NEMS work demonstrated the operational usefulness
of VDT primary control with low-speed flight tests of a UC-45J aircraft
equipped with a vertical tail incorporating VDT control. High-speed wind

tunnel tests carried out in this phase of the program showed that jet detach-

ment at transonic and supersonic speeds limits the high lift producing
capability of the VDT to subsonic Mach numbers.

Phase III work showed that the useful range of the VDT can be extended by
combining the VDT with transverse jet (TJ) blown control to produce lift
throughout the speed range of high-performance aircraft (M : 3. 0, Ref. 3). I
Calculations of the maneuvering capability of a Navy F-4 using VDT-TJ con-
trol indicated that the VDT-TJ system can meet or exceed the required
control capability at subsonic and transonic speeds using bleed air from the
engine compressors, but excessive bleed air would be required to execute
high-g pull-up maneuvers at supersonic speeds.

i One of the objectives of the Phase IV investigation was to examine the effects
of finite aspect ratio and partial-span blowing on VDT lift effectiveness at
low external airspeeds. To accomplish this task, it was decided to fabricate
a jet-flap model to be wind tunnel tested at several aspect ratios. The
model was designed to enable a variety of spanwise lengths and positions to be
blown.

1 The second major objective of Phase IV work was to examine the feasibility
of using VDT blowing for primary flight control of subsonic TRIM or COIN
type aircraft. The experimental wind tunnel results were used to determine3 the required thrust and power for the low-speed aircraft maneuvers.

Results of the Phase IV work toward achieving these two major objectives

are discussed in detail in the following sections of this report.

SI
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SECTION II

THEORETICAL JET FLAP RESU'LTS

Many acceptable methods for the theoretical treatment of the jet flap exist,
each having some advantage or disadvantage. Reference 4 briefly describes
each method and summarizes the major results. Preference is given to
Spence's method (Ref. 5) for a variety of reasons. Spence's results are
most widely used because his approach incorporates thin airfoil theory and
presents practical numerical solutions.

j TWO-DIMENSIONAL THEORY

Spence's analysis of the two-dimensional jet-flap wing has been reviewed in
numerous jet flap investigations and is not reproduced here. The results of
the analysis are summarized as follows: The general expression for the lift
coefficient,of symmetrical airfoils, as computed from a numerical solution

I '(see Ref. 5), can he written as

~aCL (2D (a) D
C L( ) T +2-D)(2-D) L L (eqn 1)

where the following interpolation formulae can be used for the partial
T "derivitives

SCLI(2"D) T [4C (14 0. 151 C~s + 0. 139 C•12

(2 -D)-i 6CL =2TT (1+ 0. 151 C 12+ 0. 219 C)

::It can be seenrt the derivatives are purely functions of the blowing
' ~coefficient, Cn

Two-dimensional experimental data (Ref. 2, 6, and 7, for example) agree
well with Spence's thin airfoil treatment of jet-flap wings in two dimensions.

THREE- DIMENSIONA L THEORY

The lift of a jet-flap wing of finite aspect ratio was studied by Maskell and
Spence (Ref. 8). The approach extended Spence's two dimensional theory forSthe sim plified case of an elliptically distributed chord and jet mom entum flux

E PRE0I PAG BLANK



per unit span. Despite some weaknesses in the theory, previous experimen-

agreement wvith the theory. Again, the litcoefficiiEnt can be expressed in
'the form

CL(3-L) 3) (3-D) (eqn 3)

The three-dimensional derivatives are obtained by multiplying the two-
dimensional values by the factor F, where F can be estimated by

AR+
F(AtR, C ) /2(eqn 4)

AR + 2+ 0.604 C + 0. 876 C

In estimating the lift coefficient, many investigators have included a correc-
tion for the non-zero thickness of the airfoil section. A crude estimate of
(1 + t/c) is often used to correct the slope of the lift curve. However, as
pointed out in Reference 10, in practice the increase in the slope of the lift
curve is considerably less than that predicted by theory. For four- and
five-digit series airfoils, the slope of the lift curve experiences a small
decrease with increasing thickness. Thus, the theoretical results used in
the remainder of this report neglect thickness corrections to the pressure
lift.

Allowance for part span jet flap blowing can be included (Ref. 11) by intro-
ducing spanwise extent factors given by

S

w

(eqn 5)

ICL(2-D) b .(2-D)
5 B ab-I + SfBl ce) ~C V=

S(bCL (2 D)w

These parameters are tentatively used for part span blowing analysis, as no
adequate theoretical approach is available. At small C,• values or large
blowing spans the factor ,) can simply be taken as unity. The total expres-
sion for the three-dimensional lift can be written as:

4
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I L F I ar 1(2-D) ~ - (2-D)1 6

i FLTýHTP + UaV(eqJ
L .. .L -Ce-

It is noted here that the two-dimensional derivatives must be evaluated using
the blowing coefficient based on the blown wing area, SB. In the limit
CI - 0 the expression for the lift coefficient becomes the familiar relation

I L CL IAR+2 (en7

Maskell and Spence also derived a relation for the induced drag due to lift

C CD [ (3- D2 / TT AR I + 2A)1 (eqn 8)

At small C and moderate-,to-large aspect ratios the induced drag reduces to
the well kn•'wn formula

C C 1 (3-D )A ] (eqn 9)I
The CD. expression is altered by a correction factor for wings of non-

1 elliptic loading.
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I SECr'TrON __

I WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION I
A wird tunnel investigation was conducLed at low external airspe~eds to
determine jet-flap lift and thrust effectiveness for finite-aspect-ratio wings
with full- and part-span blowing. The experimental results were Lsed to
examine the validity of available theoretical results and determine the feasi-
bility of using the Variable Deflection Thruster (VDT) for primary flight
control of low-speed military aircraft. The tests were conducted in the
12-in. x 17-in. low-speed Honeywell wind tunnel.

I WING MODEL

A NACA 0012 airfoil section was chosen for the finite-aspect-ratio tests
based on the following reasons:

0 The thickness ratio is common for a low-speed aircraft wing;
after modifying the trailing edge to incorpor-ate the jet-flap,
the thickness was 13. 5% of the chord.

0 It is thick enough to be modified for jet-flap wind tunnel tests.

* Symmetrical airfoils, which iu.,,e been used for previous VDT
investigations, facilitate simple evaluation and comparison of
results.

The model chord length was designed to be "s large as possible (consistent
with the wind tunnel test section) to facilitate wing ducting and jet exit slotfabrication.

The model cross section is shown in Figure l(a). It was designed as a semi-I span wing model with rectangular planform, a 5. 32-in. chord and variable
span length to allow several aspect ratios to be tested. The model was
fabricated from type 355 aluminum (jig plate) by milling the duct area into a
plate of rectangular cross section. A cap [cross-hatched section of model
in Figure 1(a)] was then fastened to the section, and the airfoil profile was
cut out. The plenum chamber was made to be inclined at about 3 deg to the
airfoil chord to provide a contraction ratio (ratio of plenumn area to slot area)
of approximately 20.

Jet angles of 26, 40 and 55 deg were available by switching the trailing-edge
inserts shown in Figure 1(b). A semi-circular steel rod was used to con-
struct the inserts. The rod cross-section was cut lengthwise at an angle
equal to 90 deg minus the desired jet angle. A wedge was added to this

7 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK
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355 ALUMINUM
0.30 IN.

3-- -.70 IN. -- 0 .153 IN.

(a) MODEL CROSS SECTION

r-0.012 IN. S!.OT

~< N -- INSERT (6= 300, 450, 609)

0 "1- 0.046 IN.f
BRASS

SCREEN

0-BO SCREWJE

(b) TRAILING EDGE JET-FLAP CONFIGURATION

Figure 1. Jet-Flap Wing Model Configuration
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section to extend in a straight line along this angle. This ensured that the jet
sheet remained attached to the surface to obtain the design jet angle. Minor

jusw..~~a c-f the. 21n_+ width warp marit hv mpnnq nf the ()_-RD screws
located ahead of the inserts [Figure l(b)]. These screws also strengthen

3 the plenum to sustain the pressures required to attain the desired blowing
coe.fficients. Tie model tip, trailing edge and an irixerL aeAiuwn in Figure 2.
A view of the entire model, as scen looking at the trailing edge, is presented.
in Figure 3.

Provision for part-span blowing was included in the model by fabricating
shims of variable length to be inserted into the trailing-edge slot. The
0-80 screws were used to tighten down these shims and prevent leakage.
The span lengths blown were- set according to insert lengths, as inserts were
fabricated to be 2. 6 in. long to minimize bending when machined. Five
inserts for each jet angle were made, making it possible to blow a total span
of 13 in. The insert positioning on the trailing edge and the numbering sys-
tem used to identify the blown inserts are shown in Figure 4. This numbering
system will be referred to in the test results.

Three sets of inserts were made to create jet angles of 26, 40, and 55 deg
as determined from pressure surveys. The pressure rake mounted on the
model is shown in Figure 5. Pressures were read from a manometer board,
and an example of the resulting jet angle determination is shown in Figure 6.
Some variation between inserts is noticeable, but At was assumed to have
negligible influence on wind tunnel results.

The uniformity of the jet sheet was found to be very good. The air feed duct
"was designed to minimize pressure losses and, therefore, maintain constant
plenum pressure along the span of the model. Two pressure taps were
placed in the plenum, one at the root of the model and one near the tip. The
pressure drop was found to be less than 2% for full-span blowing. Thus, the
mass flow distribution along the span was nearly constant, any variation
"occurring mainly because of variations in slot exit width (E 0. 0015 in. ). A
brass mesh screen shown in Figure 1(b) was placed immediately ahead of
"the converging nozzle formed by the insert and model upper surface to
minimize the variation in mass flow.

BALANCE SYSTEM

For horizontal installation of the wing model into the wind tunnel, the maxi-
mum finite aspect ratio would be 3. 6. Since low-speed aircraft normally
have aspect ratios greater than 4, the model was installed vertically in the
wind tunnel to give a maximum finite aspect ratio of 5. 2.

Mounting the model vertically from the tunnel floor necessitated a balance
system capable of measuring the model forces at the floor of the wind tunnel.

9
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F
The wind tunnel strain gage balance designed for the two-dimensional tests

.. - eC'.nr' . i ' Ir'ld nnt hp Pqqilv rnvprted for this ;nnp i i'ntinn. U
Therefore, a three-component force balance table was used that had been
recently des:igned and fabricated by Honeywell for general research laboratory
use. -he balance table is shown in Figure 7. Lift and drag forces and the
pitching moment are measured in the plane of the table top as indicated in
I,'igure 7.

The balance was designed such that each flexure reed (Figure 8) providL.- the
highest possible bending stiffness to oppose loadings not in the direction of
loadings menasured by the reed. Consequently, the lift reeds are 1000 times
stiffer in the drag direction than they are in the lift direction. The bending
stiffness of the lift reeds in the lift direction is low enough to permit mea-
surement of the bending strain by the use of strain gages without being
affected by any drag loadings. Further information on the balance table
design and use is presented in Appendix A.

INSTRUMENTATION

The function of the experimental instrumentation was to provide signals used
to measure lift, drag and moment forces acting on the jet-flap wing model.
,,ince the strain gage outputs of the balance table were small, it was necessary
to amplify them. The drag and moment signals were amplified by c."e of
BAM-lC amplifier-meters and the lift signals was amplified using a tropel
241 d-c amplifier. Amplified signals were then passed through small rejec-
tion filters to filter low-frequency noise picked up during the tests. Decade
resistance boxes were used to regulate the amplitude of the signal received
by a Honeywell visicorder.

The resistance boxes allowed a wide variety of loadings to be measured on
one channel of the visicorder without losing sensitivity. That is, a large
range of forces was reduced to a much smaller range of electrical inputs
to the visicorder. In this way, it was possible to obtain similar visicorder
readings for a 1- or 20-lb force. The magnitude ,.f the force indicated by the
visicorder reading was computed by multiplying the reading by the cLalibration
constant appropriate for the resistance box setting used. Figure 9 shows the
various components used in the wind tunnel tests.

Pressure tap instrumentation was also used in the wind tunnel tests. Static
pressure taps were located on the model surface at both chordwise and span-
wise stations, with the objective being to determine the spanwise lift distri-
bution. Some difficulty occurred when attempting to do so; the reason and
results are discussed later in this report. The location of the spanwise pres-
sure taps is given in Figure 4, and the location of the chordwise pressure taps
iFs shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 7. Force Balance Table

Figure 8. Force Balance Table Flexure Reed PlacementI
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I
MEASUREMENT OF JET-BLOWING PARAMETERS

A manifold complex having the required valves, pressure r-egulators, gages,
venturis for flow metering, etc., was used for regulating, controlling and
metering the air flow to the jet flap. The manifold complex was also usedLW for the tests of References 2 and 3, but only one arm of the circuitry was
used for the present investigation. A diagram of the air supply circuitry

"' is shown in Figure 11, The manifold complex was placed under the wind
tunnel, downstream of the test section.

Pressure taps located in the jet flap plenum chamber were used to calculate
the jet velocity assuming isentropic expansion from the plenum pressure,"P to the free-stream pressure, P, . The .jet thrust was calculated by

:mriltiplyingthis jet velocity by the venturi-measured mass flow, The blowing
coefficient, Ci, was determined by dividing the calculated thrust by qSB,
where SB is the wing area over which jet blowing takes place. The blowing
coefficient, CIJT. used in the data analysis was defined by the calculated
thrust divided by qS.

TUNNEL INSTALLATION

"The jet-flap wing model, as installed through the tunnel floor, is shown in
Figure 12 at an asprct ratio of 5. 17. The interface between the test sectionj• and the undisturbed air was sealed with latex dental dam. The latex was

1• 19
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fastened to a circular plate which could rotate through angles of attack from
+ZU to -20 deg. The latex wah 'Lveiluet flu1 1 . th. plat, an'd att'hcd to the
model in a way that prevented air from entering the test section from below
t'he tunnel. -

In choosing the material for a seal, it was necessary to minimize the possi-
bility of force transmittal through the seal. The latex sheet chosen was thin
and flexible enough to move with the model without affecting the force trans-
mitted from the model to the balance system. This was ascertained by
applying a known force to the tip of the model and obtaining the strain gage
reading from the balance system. Using the same force applied directly to
the balance system yielded the same strain gage reading, thus showing that
the latex was not transmitting a force to or from the wing model.

The balance system was mounted below the test section as shown in Figure 12
at a height corresponding to a model aspect ratio of 5. 17. The balance sys-
tem was clamped to a table which stood on the floor of the wind tunnel room,
forming a solid base. Several aspect ratios were attained by raising or
lowering the support table. This arrangement avoided any possibility of the
balance system reacting to vibrations in the wind tunnel support beams.
Careful examination of the balance system preparation was undertaken to
ensure that the interpretation of measured forces was accurate.

The direction of measured forces is determined by the alignment of the
balance system, as can be seen from the balance table configuration
(Figure 7). While misalignment of the balance table cannot create significant
error in lift readings, the relatively small drag readings can be influenced
by a small position error. If the balance table was aligned such that some f
small component of lift was read by the drag reeds, it could be a significant
portion of the drag force read. Thus, great care was taken to arrange the
force balance table to read only forces perpendicular and parallel to the
free-stream direction. The alignment could be accurately completed to
within approximately 1/2 deg, or a possible error of less than 0. 9% of the
lift being read by the drag strain gages. At L/D - 10, for example, the
drag error could be 94 and result in some uncecrtainty. However, the error
introduced by this type of experimental difficulty remains constant and
should not influence the qualitat;ive interpretation of the drag results.

The drag readings should be carefully interpreted, since other sources of
error are possible. The pressure lines used to supply high-pressure air to
the wing model were stiff to avoid movement when pressurized and could
transmit tunnel vibrations to the balance system. Since the drag forces are
small in magnitude, the forces transmitted by the supply lines, although
small themselves, could be noticed on the visicorder output. Zero shifts
were noted in the drag bridge that were larger than those encountered in lift
or moments readings and could have been caused by the supply line.
Therefore, the validity of the drag readings were sometimes questionable.
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3 The drag results used in the remainder of this report have been selected
Y ltlllc L 11unt 'cllta pu•iL-I L

or zero shifts very large.

DATA REDUCTION

The primary force data was recorded on the Honeywell visicorder and
reduced to lift, drag and moment using balance system calibration constants.
These calibration constants were found by applying known loads and moments
for four resistance settings on each of the decade resistance boxes.

The corresponding forces and moments were calculated by multiplying the
calibration constants by the visicorder readings.

0 Hose tare corrections were found to be negligible for the
lift and moment readings, but a correction to the drag
force was required.

* Wind tunnel corrections were made to the aerodynamic
coefficients as outlined in References 12 and 13. No
theoretical corrections have been derived for part span
blown jet flap wind tunnel work. For short blown spans,
where loading is not elliptic, the corrections are only a
small percentage of the measured forces, and therefore,
have a negligible effect.

-T

TEST PROCEDURE

The experimental tests conducted in Honeywell's low-speed wind tunnel were
designed to determine the lift effectiveness of a jet blowing at the trailing
edge of a finite-aspect-ratio wing model. Aspect ratios of 3.85, 5. 17 and
infinity were tested. An infinite aspect ratio was obtained by adding a
wooden NACA 0012 airfoil section onto the finite model tip so that it would
span the tunnel test section. Part-span blowing was available over the

"' ~middle part of this model.

Wind tunnel tests were generally conducted in the following order:

1. The jet-flap wing model jet angle was fixed by installing one"of the available sets of inserts.

2. The blown span length and position were selected, and any shims
which were to be used were inserted into the appropriate slot
position.

I 23.I
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3. The model was set at the desired angle of attack, and balance 1 2
iUI-CV I-aimWere Zeroed.

4. The tunnel was run at a selected speed, and data was recorded
for a series of jet blowing thrusts; some thrusts were repeated I
to establish the validity of the data.

5. All pertinent temperature and pressure data were recorded,
and the model static pressures were photographed from the
manometer board during tunnel operation.

Both before and after the tests the calibration, hose tares, and possible
interference effects were checked. All these factors were found to remain
constant during the wind tunnel experiments. A total of approximately 320
test runs were completed.

RANGE OF TESTS

Tests were conducted in the following ranges:

* Wind tunnel velocity

70 < V : 170 mph

0 Jet flap angles I
2 6 5 T" !r 5 5 deg [:

* Angle of attack

-8 !5 8deg

• Blowing coefficient

0 <C !0.4
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SSECTION 1V

TEST RE'SULTS AND DISCUSSION

INFINITE ASPECT RATIO

I Initially, infinite-aspect-ratio tests had not been scheduled for this investiga-
tion. However, for completeness, it was decided to determine the model
characteristics at infinite aspect ratio to see if lift, moment and drag values
differed from those of earlier infinite-aspect-ratio tests. The model geometry
was somewhat different from previous VDT models (Ref. 1 and 2) becrause of
the shape of the model trailing edge [Figure 1(a)]. Due to the insert shape
the wing model of this investigation was not perfectly symmetrical but should
have been adequate for differences to be evaluated. Therefore, a brief
investigation of the wing model's two-dimensional characteristics was con-1 ducted.

The unblown (C1 = 0) lift,, moment and drag results are shown in Figures 13,
14 and 15. Referring to Figure 13, it is seen that the lift coefficient agrees
well with theoretical results, as was the case for the wing models in Refer-
ences 1 and 2. For a symmetrical airfoil section the quarter-chord moment
coefficients should be approximately zero for angles of attack below stall.7 Figure 16 shows the wing model moment coefficients closely resemble those
of a symmetrical airfoil. The drag results presented in Figure 15 are com-
pared with the results for a truncated VDT airfoil (Ref. 6) and the standard
NACA 0012 airfoil (Ref. 14). It is seen that both jet flap models exhibit a
higher drag coefficient than the sharp trailing edge NACA 0012.

Figure 15 also shows that some difference exists between the present drag
results and those of Reference 6. The jet-flap model constructed for the
finite-aspect-ratio tests displays some asymmetry about the CD axis,
exhibiting more drag at the positive angles of attack. This asymmetry is

2 probably a result of the trailing edge configuration. It appears that the insert
trailing edge acts as a flap deflected positively at some small angle and
produces more drag at positive a's than at negative a's. This effect is due
to small deviation in trailing edge symmetry and has no noticeable effect on

I the lift measurements. The influence of this trailing edge configuration is
retained in all test results.

The two-dimensional tests were conducted at two wind tunnel velocities,
120 mph and 130 mph, corresponding to a Reynolds number of approximately
4. 5 x 105. It is expected that large variations in the Reynolds number will
influence the drag results, and this was investigated briefly at a finite aspect
ratio.

Some photographs of the manometer board were taken to check the pressure
instrumentation, A typical chordwise pressure distribution is shown in
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Figure 1fi for Lhe model at cy s -4 (leg and C,- 0. This distributiun wasI

the tunnel span measured from the tunnel floor.

ths mentioned earlier, the wing model was instrumented with pressure taps

at several spanwise stations (see Figure 4) on both the top and bottom airfoil
surface. In an attempt to determine the spanwise lift distribution, these taps
were located at approximately the midchord position. The midchord pressure
(lifference between the top and bottom airfoil surface is directly proportional
to the lift for two-dimensional jet-flap airfoils. This has been verified both
experimentally (Ref. 6) and theoretically, using Kuchemann's method as
described in Reference 15. The experimental results presented in Figure 17
show that the relationship holds true for this jet-flap model.

1.6

o UNBLOWN
JETBLOWING " 1.31 A

0.8- N C/

0.4

.1. -6. -0404 !8 121.31A 6
C/

-0.4

-. -08 -0.4 0.-0 81 2 .

-1.2

Figure 17. Correlation of Midchord Pressure Difference
to Normal Wing Force

The spanwise pressure tap readings were reduced and plotted versus their-

spanwise position as shown in Figure 18. As expected, the spanwise distri-
bution of the midchord pressure difference is constant; implying that a constant
lift distribution prevails. Since the lift measured at the 0.46 span station
represents the CL_" of the entire wing, it can be compared to the balance system
lift coefficient. The two measurements are compared in Figure 19, It is
noted here that the force coefficients given in Figures 16 through 19 are
uncorrected for tunnel interference effects.

2
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Since the model was initially designed for finite-aspect-ratio tests only,

a series of tests were made at a jet angle of 40 deg for insert numbers 1, 2and 3 (see Figure 4) ul1owing. The blown span extended from 0. 31 y/bT to
0. 77 Y/bT, a total of 46% of the tunnel span.

The chordwise pressure taps lie in the blown span at 0. 46 y/bT, and a typical
pressure distribution at this station is shown in Figure 20. Due to the
restricted size of the model, the last 3% of the chord could not be instrumented

with surface pressure taps. Accordingly, the lift on the last 3% of the chord
was approximated by 0. 75 Cý sin (a + r). Since the blowing coefficients
obtained in these tests were small, the added term had little effect on the
total lift coefficient. As was seen in Figure 17, normal force coefficients at
the chordwise pressure tap location can be estimated using CN = 1. 31ACpc/2
for the blown runs as well as the unblown runs. For the range of the current
tests, C1_ - CN-y

It is assumed that the normal force can be obtained from the midchord pres-
sure difference indep•mdently of the span station. Figure 21 is included to
show the result of this assumption, Although the spanwise taps are insuffi-
cient to determine the full-span distribution, the figure indicates the change
in lift over the span. One curve in Figure 21(b) has been extrapolated over
the entire span in a manner such that the integrated distribution results in
a normal force coefficient approximately equal to that obtained from the balance
system. This distribution indicates that the entire span is influenced by the

blown section. The data is not complete enough to adequately analyze this
result. The effect of part-span blown sections on neighboring unblown
sections is further discussed in the subsections on the finite-aspect-ratio
results.

It can be concluded that the three-dimensional effects decrease the peak of
the lift distribution over the blown section of the wing. This result is similar
to that reported in Reference 6 where, at C_ 0. 3, the lift produced when
blowing one-third span was found to be 34% lower than full-span two--'
sional blowing. The two-dimensional theoretical lift distribution Pak is
shown for one test case in Figure 21(b).

The part-span blowing lift results are shown in Figure 22. The lift coeffi-
cient is that obtained from the balance system for the entire wing.

ASPECT RATIO 5. 17

Unblown Results

The basic non-blowing airfoil characteristics are given in Figures 23 through
25. The results are from balance measurements as are all experimental
results unless specifically designated to be pressure data.
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t igure 23 conparet ihe Lruziuaj jtL-fap ihcLdel ltIt L th% t rt d
three-dimensional theory. For the angle-of-attack range tested, the experi-
mental unblown lift coefficients agree with the theoretical lift coefficients.

The jet-flap drag is presented in Figure 25 where changes in the Reynolds
number are shown to affect the unblown drag curves. The model chord length
and low wind tunnel speeds restricted the Reynolds number to values far below
full-scale Reynolds numhers. Figure 26 shows that the zero-lift drag (C,)
is close to the NACA 23012 minimum drag at the very lowest Reynolds number
tested and that, beyond a Reynolds number of 4 x 105, the model drag charac-
teristics indicate that transition Reynolds numbers were tested. The NACA
23012 characteristics were obtained from Reference 16, where it is pointed
out that below Reynolds numbers of approximately 1. 5 x 106 the drag valuesJ are too irregular for extrapolation to full-scale. Thus, the current drag
values should not be applied to full-scale wings.

1 No measurable Reynolds number effect on the lift coefficient can be determined
for the angles of attack tested.

I Pressure Data

For the model at aspect ratio 5. 17, the chordwise pressure taps were located
"at a station 56%0 of the span from the root chord. At this location the pressure
distribution was integrated to obtain the local normal force on the model.
Figures 27 and 28 present typical pressure distributions for the unblown wing
and for the full-span blown wing. The pressure difference at midchord was
again plotted versus the normal force coefficient. Figure 29 indicated that the
normal force coefficient is given by CN - 1. 38 ACpc/2'
Using the relation CN = 1. 38 ACpc/2 over the entire span of the wing, a pres-

sure-calculated normal force was obtained at each of the midchord pressure
"tap locations. The resulting normal forces were resolved to lift forces which
were integrated over the wing span to obtain the total lift coefficient. A
typical unblown distribution obtaimed from the pressure data is compared to the
theoretical lift distribution (Rei. 17) in Figure 30. The theoretical unblown lift
distribution was integrated, and it was found that the balance-measured lift
agrees with the theoretical lift. (This was shown in Figure 23. ý Figure 30
shows the pressure data lift distribution falls below that predicted from theory.
This was found to hold true for the blown test cases as well as the unblown
tests. The balance lift data is compared to the pressure lift data in Figure 31
where it is seen that balance lift is always about 20% higher than the pressure-
calculated lift.

From a few chordwise pressure distributions at various span locations on a
wing of AR 2.75, (Ref. 9) it was found that CNI/Cpc/ 2  1. 39 at y/b 0. 20
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3 and CN/ACpc/2 • 1.70 at y/b 0.95, implying that the slope CN/ACpc/2

varies along the span.

- In previous VDT studies (Rcf. 6), a control systcm w cas digncd tu operatc
by sensing lift at the half-chord position of a two-dimensional airfoil. From
the current experimental results and those of Reference 9, lift sensing on
three-dimensional airfoils can not be done as simply as this. In order to
study these three-dimensionaleffects, a large model incorporating chordwise
pressure taps at several spanwise stations should be wind tunnel tested at
finite aspect ratios.

The pressure data from the wind tunnel tests of this phase of the NEMS
development must be interpreted with the above results in mind. Although
there is some disagreement between the pressure and balance data, the mid-
chord distribution is indicative of the lift distribution. The shape of the lift
distribution can be identified and the midchord pressure difference is valuable
in evaluating the effect of blown sections on neighboring unblown sections.

Full Span Blowing

The spanwise distribution of lift indicated by the pressure distribution (see
Figure 32) is nearly elliptic in shape. Thus, the distribution is similar to
that obtained for an unblown wing at angle of attack. This elliptic loading is
consistent with the theoretical analysis for full span jet flaps (Ref. 8). The
experimental jet blowing actually extends over 93% of the span, but will be
referred to as full-span blowing throughout this report.

The total lift coefficient at a = 0 deg is plotted against C'. in Figure 33 for
jet angles of 40 and 55 deg. The theoretical values (Ref. 8) are also plotted.

,*. Throughout the range of blowing coefficients tested, the experimental results
at AR = 5. 17 are higher than the theoretical results. This finding was true
for previous finite-aspect-ratio investigations also. Reference 9 ,-eported

that the experimental lift for a jet angle of 30 deg at a = 0 deg was reasonably
"close to C / 1.4 C4 at AR = 2.75 for blowing coefficients C < 1.0.
Theoretical calculations (Ref. 8) indicate that CL - 1. 15 C41/'2 for the
conditions stated in Reference 9. Therefore, these experimental results give
"higher lift values than theory would indicate. Curves of CL versus C4 for
other angles of attack and a jet angle of 40 deg are grouped in Figure 34.

Effect of Part Span Blowing

The total lift coefficient is plotted against the blowing coefficient C in
Figures 35 through 38. The theoretical curves use the tentative method of
analysis presented in Reference 11 to account for the part-span effects.
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I
These curves seem to give a reasonable estimate of the lift obtained from the
various part span blowings.

WVhero th(-- ,Iifq im -iiffivient. to allow a comparison. it appears that the position

example, at SII/SW - 0. 37, inserts 2 and 3 create more lift than inserts)f heje blwig nflenesthe lift results. Referring to Figure 35, for
!and 2 at the same C A similar comparison made at S3/Sw = 0. 19

indicates that insert 3creates more lift than insert 2 and insert 2 results in
slightly higher lift than insert 1. Thus, the experimental results indicate
that the further inboard a blown area is located, the higher the lift is which
can be attained for a given C',. Part-span blowing results given in Refer-
ence 18 reinforce this conclusion. F'igure 39 from Reference 18 shows the
configurations tested and the test results. The results cannot be directly
compared to the results of this investigation because the model of Refer-
ence 18 used a small trailing-edge flap (0. 10 c) to direct the jet sheet. The
blowing configurations of Reference 18 all had the same blown area, and it is
again indicated that the lift is increased for inward shifts of the blown section.

When jet flaps are to be used in place of aircraft ailerons, the rolling moment
produced by a given thrust is a more valuable measure of jet-flap c pabilities
than the lift produced. For a full-span jet-flap the rolling moment may be
theoreticallv derived assuming an elliptic lift distribution. The semi-span
rolling nionment due to full span jet blowing can be estimated from

CM C 1(3- 4 (eqn 10)C = CI, 3--rr .

Part-span rolling moments cannot be predicted, since no theory exists which
considers the modified shape of the lift distribution.

'I he balance table could not measure experimental rolling moments, but, with
some limitations, pressure data can be used for this purpose. Although the
pressure data did not give acceptable lift results, it was found that the loading
indicated by the pressure readings could be used to identify the shape of the
spanwise lift distribution. These pressure distributions can then be used to -.

find an approximate rolling moment about the root chord location. The
rolling moment will not be numerically accurate, but can be used to establish
the trends in rolling moment with varying blown spans. When blowing part
span, it was found that the span position and blown area influenced the lift
distribution as shown in Figure 40.

The blown sections se -n to have a substantial effect on the adjacent unblown
sections. Tuft studies conducted in Reference 18 allowed the investigators
to observe strong trailing vortices at the edges of the jet sheet. These
vortices exert their influence on the wing by altering the entire spanwise
loading.
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Thc ccrni-cpn o '-1'--"'--_=_cnt found bY ncrtig ~ Fg
ure 40 according to the relation

CM 1. 38 LC~ (y/b) d(ylb)
r Jr1 0 /

The results for r = 40 and 55 deg are plotted in Figure 41 versus the blowing
coefficient based on the total wing area (CýiT). CýJ.T is used instead of Cý
as it better facilitates comparison between the different blown spans. For a
given thrust, the full-span blowing provided the highest rolling moment, and
the rolling moment decreased as the area of the blown span decreased,

As was the case for the lift results, inserts 2 and 3 provide higher rolling
moments than do inserts 1 and 2. However, at SB/SW 0. 19, no differences

T ~in rolling momnent were noted between insert 1, 2 orS

The lift producing capability of jet-flap devices can be evaluated by the ratio
of the lift due to blowing,, AC to the jet reaction lift, C -LT sin (-r + ae). This
ratio is often called the ' lift effectiveness' and indicates how much the lift
component of jet thrust can be amrplified. The experimental results are
presented in Figures 42 and 43, -for jet angles of 40 and 55 deg, respectively.
The full-span blowing configuration is most "effective" at producing lift with
a given thrust, and the 'lift effectiveness" of jet blowing is diminished when
the ratio of the blown area to the wing area is decreased.

The data presented in Figures 42 and 43 shows that the "lift effective-ness"
becomes smaller as the blowing coe t"icient becomes larger. This means that
the ratio of the circulation lift to the lift component of jet thrust is decreased
for increasing jet thrust. If the thrust were increased to very large values,
relatively little circulation lift would be produced. The value of
ZSCLý/ C ýT sin (-r + a') s, 1. 0 when the thrust component of lift is the only lift

produced. It is evident that the effectiveness of jet-flaps is limited when
high blowing coefficients are required.

- Pitching Moment

-~ A curve of the quarter-chord pitching moment versus the lift at constant
values of a is shown in Figure 44. The curves include all blowing positions
and blown spans such that the variation in Cc 4 with with C1 , is independent

of the amrount or position of jet blowing.

It is seen that the slope, dCI~c/!d CL, of the curves at constant Cis
approximately zero or slightly negative. Phe aerodynamic center is then
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located close to or slightly behind the quarter-chord position. dCMc/ 4 /dCL

may decrease somewhat as C. is increased, implying that the aerodynamic
center moves art as C,1 increases beyond the data of thane ttests.

A:4 (C. increases at constant a, the quarter-chord moment becomes increasingly
negative because the induced lift is concentrated closer to the trailing-edge
than the leading edge. Thus, the center of lift is moved rearward causing
nose-down pitching moments. This is particularly important to the aircraft
designer who must size the tail control to trim the plane when jet flaps aug-
ment the wing lift.

The drag coefficient of a jet-flap wing can be expressed as

2
C) = C) + K CL + ACD (eqn 11)0

where CI) is the zero lift drag coefficient, K is the slope of the curve of

CI) versus CL 2 for the unblown wing and ACD represents the recovered
thrust.

Theoretical and experimental plots of CD versus C 2 are shown in Figure 45.
The slopes of the experimental curves are greater than those of the theoreti- I
cal because of the efficiency factor, e. The efficiency factor, inherent in the
experimental results, includes the effects of increased drag due to parasite
drag variation with lift and non-elliptic loading. The difference between the
slopes of the experimental curves at positive and negative angles of attack is
apparently the result of trailing-edge asymmetry.

The LCr) term of the total drag coefficient was found by rearranging the aboveequation to

ACI) - CD- (CD + K CL) L
0

where CD is the measured wind tunnel value. The recovered thrust is
68 percent of the calculated thrust as shown in Figure 46.

Blowing Power

"[he power requirements of blown control devices can be used to evaluate the
efficiency ot blown control. In general terms, a control is most efficient
when it produces a control force (lift or moment) with a minimum expenditure
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()f power. The power to compress the freestream air to the jet total pressure
is the jet kinetic energy used per unit time. A nondimensionalized compressor

power Cu-1L ýIL ULI'A"

C - (eqn 12)
HPt q1SV,. V

The power required to compress freestream air to the jet total pressure is

m . ýn (V 2 _ V2 )1550 (eqn 13)
uomp 2in

where n is the compression efficiency (assumed r, = 1).

Curves of the rolling moment and lift due to blowing versus the power used

arc presented in Figures 47 and 48. The results are as expected; full-span
blowing makes the most effective use of the compressor power.

To examine the efficiency of the jet blowing, a parameter containing the lift
and drag produced for various power inputs was used. For steady flight,

,/Dl is normally used to evaluate the lift per pound of aircraft thrust. When
jet flaps are incorporated into the aircraft system, the compressor power used
to produce the lift must be added. Thus, a lift to "equivalent" drag parameter
is defined as

C

L / D =L (eqn 14)
e CD) + Clip , 550

This parameter can be used as a measure of jet flap efficiency (see Fig- 1
ure 49). Figure 49 shows that the full blown span is the most efficient lift
producer.

When compared to L/D . for the unbiown wing, the jet-flap efficiency is I
relatively low. For primary flight control (replacing movable surfaces) the
comparison of angle of attack efficiency to jet-flap efficiency is not valid.
The value of the efficiency parameter is apparent when jet flaps are intended
for direct lift control. In this case, the power added to compress freestreamr
air is used to increase lift without changes in a or to increase the maximum
lift beyond the stall-angle value. Figure 50 presents the possible increases 5
in lift due to blown control as compared to the angle-of-attack lift. J
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ASPECT RATIO 3. 85

The jet-flap wing model was tested at AR = 3. 85 with no jet blowing and full-
span blowing. Part-span blowing configurations were not tested at this f
aspect ratio. The following discussion is abbreviated, since many of the
results of this section are little different from those at AR = 5. 17.

Unblown Results

The non-blowing characteristics are shown in Figures 51 through 53. The
drag coefficients are again effected by variations in the Reynolds number.
Drag results are widely scattered at the lowest Reynolds number tested where
the wind tunnel dynamic pressure was small. It was reasoned that small
experimental errors, for example, could become a significant portion of the 1
drag reading at low wind tunnel velocities. .'

Pressure Data I
The chordwise pressure taps for the AR = 3. 85 tests were located a distance

0.46b from the root chord. Typical chordwise pressure distributions are
shown in Figure 54. Normal force coefficients at y/b = 0. 46 were found to

he related to the midehord pressure difference by
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.\ typical plot of the pressure-indicated lift distribution is compared to the
theoretical lift distribution (Ref. 17) in Figure 56. The pressure-calculated
curve is lower than the theoretical curve such that the pressure integrated
lift coefficient is roughly 20V lower than the theoretical lift coefficient.

1,igure 57 compares the balance-measured lift with the pressure-measured
lift. At negative angles of attack, where C is negative, the balance and
pressure lift show fair agreement. The bahance-measured lift is about 20%
higher than the pressure-measured lift for the remainder of the data, including
blown and unblown test configurations. Thus, the spanwise distribution of the
midchord pressure difference is used only to identify the form of the lift
distribution.

I,'ull-Span Blowing

Saveral midchord pressure distributions are shown in Figure 58. The spanwise
distribution identified is elliptic independent of the angle of attack, jet angle
or blowing coefficient.

Theoretical and experimental curves of the lift coefficient versus the blowing
coefficient are shown in Figures 59 through 61 for jet angles of 26, 40 and
55 deg and angles of attack throughout the test range. Figure 62 shows the
variation of the lift with jet angle.

The "lEft effectiveness" of the jet blowing is shown in Figure 63. It is seen
that the 55 deg jet angle is superior for amplifying the lift component of
thrust. This is expected from theory since Spence's equation (eqn 3) at
a 0 deg can be written as

(3- D)(3-D)

C sin s / sin (,r)

At a given C , the only variable term of the expression is "r. For increasing
jet angle, lesin (,r) decreases faster than v"/sin ('r). Thus, tne lefthand side of
the expression ("lift eff'ictiveness") decreases with increasing jet angle.

Pitching Moment

'T'he quarter.-chord pitching moment is plotted against the lift coefficient in
Vigure 64. At constant a, the moment decreases with increasing lift,
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suggesting a rearward movement of the center of lift. The experimental
results at constant C,1 show that dCMc/ 4 IdCL is more negative for the blown 2.
than unfioown wing.

Figure 65 shows the variation of drag with lift squared for the unblown wing.
The results are similar to those shown in Figure 45 for the AR = 5. 17 wing.
Figure 66 shows that approximately 74% of the ideal thrust is recovered
irregardless of the jet angle.

Blowing Power Efficiency

The lift coefficient is plotted against the compressor power needed to produce
this lift in Figure 67. It is seen that the 55 dt, g jet angle creates the most
lift for a given power input. Assuming that a 100% efficient air supply system
is available, the power coefficients can be translated to compressor horse-
powers. For an example, an aircraft with an aspect ratio 3. 85 wing is
considered. At a velocity of 200 mph, sea level altitude, a wing of 300 sq ft,
equipped with a 26 deg jet blowing full span, would require 1, 260 compressor
horsepower to develop 6, 125 lbs of lift.

The efficiency parameter, L/De, is shown in Figure 68. The efficiency of
jet flaps decreases as the lift due to jet blowing increases and increases as
the jet angle increases.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, 3.85 : AR r.

A brief summary of the experimental results throughout the aspect ratio
range of the tests is presented in Figures 69 through 72.

Figure 69 presents the experimental and theoretical lift characteristics of
the unblown jet-flap wing. Good agreement was found throughout the aspect 1
ratio range.

The variation in lift coefficient for several aspect ratios with the blowing
coefficient is shown in Figure 70. The curves show that at r = 40 and 55 deg
the experimental lift is greater than the theoretical values for full span
blowing.

Figure 71 shows the variation in the lift effectiveness [ACL/C.rT sin (T + a)

with jet angle, and Figure 72 shows the variation in lifting efficiency (L/De)
with jet angle for the aspect ratios 3. 85 and 5. 17. Adding these Figures to
those for the part-span blowing results, it is concluded that jet flaps can
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U produce the greatest lift with the least thrust, power and drag penalties when
blowing the largest wing area available at jet angles of 55 deg or higher.
Two-dirnPnqinnAl invetIgations of Reference 3 indicated that a. jet angle as3 high as 120 deg may be most efficient at subsonic speeds.
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VDT PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL1 FOR OV- 10A AIRCRAFT

The main purpose of studying the VDT sy-tenm in this report is to develop a
primary flight control system for military aircraft which has no external
moving surfaces. The experimental results contained in this report, along
with the results of References 1, 2, and 3, were used to examine the feasi-

"T bility of NEMS primary flight control for low-speed, highly maneuverable
military aircraft, such as those used for TRIM and COIN missions. The
study was made to determine the NEMS system characteristics required to
"meet severe military control specifications which ensure high mission suc-
cess probability. An OV-10A aircraft selected for the study is a likely candi-
date for VDT control. The OV-10A has a high degree of survivability, good
STOL performance, is faster and more tactically versatile than helicopters,
and is slower but more maneuverable than jets. It can withstand high struc-
tura. loads and is adapted for modern limited war and counterinsurgency.
TRIM and COIN operations require a simple, rugged, reliable aircraft capable
"of easy, simple maintenance. The VDT control concept matches these aircraft

.. requirements.

The OV-10A aircraft's pertinent dimensions are shown in Figure 73. VDT
blown control was assumed to replace the present aileron-spoiler, elevator,
and rudder control surfaces. Aerodynamic characteristics of the OV-10A

S:.were obtained from Reference 19.

DESIGN ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

To examine the feasibility of using VDT blowing for primary flight control of
TRIM (trails, roads, and interdiction mission) or COIN (counterinsurgency)
type aircraft, the OV-10A (a COIN aircraft) maneuvering characteristics were
specified and the VDT system requirements established. VDT system require-
ments for the OV-10A aircraft can be assumed to be representative of the
requirements needed for other aircraft with similar weight and mission char-
acteristics. The steps taken in determining the system requirements were:

1. Calculate VDT thrust required for specified maneuvers to
find maximum VDT thrust.

2. Define several pressure ratios for VDT blowing and calculate
the required horsepower and mass flow for maximum VDT
thrust requirements.

3. Using the results of 2., approximate duct losses for duct areas
suitable to OV-10A aircraft VDT primary flight control system.
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RUDDER

"15a FT IN AILERON

4 FT 4 IN.

39 FT 10 IN.0

0/

ELEVATOR

"-•14 FT 10 IN.

-40 FT

WEIGHTS PERFORMANCE
EMPTY WEIGHT 6,969 LBS VMAX AT SEA LEVEL, STANDARD DAY 244 KTS
MAXIMUM TAKE-OFF GROSS WEIGHT 13,800 LBS RATE OF CLIMB AT TOGW LEVEL,
FUEL (SELF-SEALED) 1,638 LBS STANDARD DAY 2,tOO FT/MIN
OIL AND TRAPPED FUEL 57 LBS SERVICE CEILING .... TWO ENGINES 26,000 FT
WING LOADING 37 LBS/SQ FT ONE ENGINE 13,000 FT

SINGLE ENGINE FLYAWAY AT 11,300 LBSTWO CREW AND PROVISIONS 587 LBS GEAR AND FLAPS UP 95 KTS (a.05 V)
ARMOR 328 LBS STRUCTURAL LOAD FACTOR AT 9,690 S
SPONSONS RACKS AND LBS 8 g'sFOUR MACHINE GUNS WITH 500 RPG 569 LBS FERRY RANGE WITH 150-GAL

FIVE STORE STATIONS 3,600 LBS FUEL TANK 1200 NMi
TOTAL CAPACITY

TWO WING STATIONS (AS REQUIRED) 300 LBS POWER PLANT
CAPACITY EACH TWO T-76 ENGINES TWO THREE-BLADED

MIL RATED AT PROPELLERS
715 SHP (8 FT 6 IN. DIA)

Figure 73. OV-10A Aircraft Configuration and Design Data
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4. Estimate energy required tor vuf primary cunirul whlm
aircraft executes specified maneuvers.

5. Size weight and fuel requirements for candidate VDT airI supply systems.

These steps are accomplished in the following analysis.

THRUST REQUIREMENTS

|| Roll Control

Roll performance of military aircraft is specified in MIL-F-008785A (USAF)
(Ref. 20) in terms of the bank angle change in a given time, 0 Fur the fol-
lowing analysis, these roll rates were nondimensionalized bytlmultiplying
them by the ratio of wing span over twice the forward velocity. By doing
this, the roll rates specified can be expressed in terms of the helix angle
made by the wing tip during a rolling maneuver.

The OV-10A was classified a "highly maneuverable" class IV aircraft, and
roll requirements were obtained from Reference 20. This class of aircraft
requires the greatest roll capability for its activities. Some additional speci-
"fications are usually made for class IV aircraft, but for the present study only
the general roll performance requirements specified will be used. These are:

Table 1. MIL-F-008785 (USAF) Roll Specification for
Class IV Aircraft (Ref. 20)

Flight Phase Required Maximum
Category Roll Performance

"A o 7 790 deg in 1.3 sec

B et 90 deg in 1.7 sec

C Ot 30 deg in 1.0 sec

The categories A, B and C correspond to different flight phases for normal
military airplane missions. Category A requires "rapid maneuvering, pre-
cision tracking, or precise flight-path control" as in air-to-air combat, ground
attack or weapons delivery. Category 13 refers to cruise, loiter, climb or
descent activity which can be accomplished with "gradual maneuvers and with-
out precision tracking, although accurate flight-path control may be required.
Terminal flight phases such as takeoff, approach and landing are listed in
Category C. Category C phases require "accurate flight-path control. " The
roll rates specified are shown in Figure 74 as required wing tip helix angles,
based on the 40 ft OV-1IA wing span.
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Figure 74. Required Rolling Performance

The OV-10A is presently incapable of meeting class IV specifications. As
stated in Reference 21, from flight test evaluation, the OV-1OA has "poor roll
performance." It did not meet MIL-F-8785 class IV requirements but "class I
or II requirements look about right." Class I and II requirements are not as
stringent as those of class IV.

From the curves of Reference 19, the roll performance available from the
OV-10A aileron-spoiler combination was estimated at pb/2V = 0. 10. As shown
in Figure 74, this performance is below that specified for class IV aircraft,
Thc rolling capability of a VDT primary flight control system will be designed
to meet class IV requirements and, therefore, be an improvement over con-
venticnal control.

To examine the performance of a VDT roll control system, the rolling moment
available fron) VDT blowing can be approximated using the experimental results
at AR = 5.17. As shown earlier in this report, full-span blowing is the most
effective blowing configuration for producing a rolling moment as well as lift.
Therefore, a full-span VDT device on the OV-10A aircraft wings is the first
case considered.

As previously shown (eqn 10), if one-half of the OV-10A VDT wing is blowing,
the rolling moment can be approximated by

CMr CL (
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3 When both halves of the OV-10A wing use VDT to produce rolling monent, one'u I U W il,,g a L + 1 i W 1 U . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . ..I 1• . • , .• u 0 , k. 1 - VV 'L J p a r a e tr s G.. .

OV- 1OA aircraft can be substituted into the above expression. This gives a3 control rolling moment coefficient of

C .943 TFS (eqn 15)I ~~CMr0 4r(~ V2(p
(controlFs) C V

where subscript FS refers to full-span blowing and PS will refer to part-
span blowing.

I Assuming a single-degree-of-freedom roll and a rigid wing, the rolling per-.
formance of the OV- 10A can be approximated from

-V C
M

Pb r(control) (eqn 16)
2V Cp

Thewing damping term, CM is estimated as -0.46 from Reference 19.
p

The VDT thrust required for any specified rolling maneuver, pb/2V, was
found by solving the above equations for TFS:

TF = 0.24 1 ) V (eqn 17)TFS 4.

The thrust required to provide the rolling capabilities specified in MIL-F-
008785A (Reference 20) are given in Table 2 for various flight phases. These
phases cover the range of the categories of Reference 20 and are within
typical altitude and speed ranges of counterinsurgency aircraft.

The last column of Table 2 shows the VDT thrust required when blowing from
the span which the present OV-1OA ailerons occupy. Experimental data was
used to calculate the rolling moment coefficient at this position. Following the
procedure used for the full-wing-span VDT case, the part-span VDT thrust
required for roll can be approximated from

P = 0.52 a ( )V (eqn 18)
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3I It is noted that the expressions for the VDT thrust can be further reduced by
Su inmultiplying out tne velocity and substituting b = 40 ft. The thrust calculated

is then a function of the altitude and rolling velocity only. Figure 75 shows
i I the VDT thrust reqtiT'ed to execute the roll maneuvers opccifi.d in Table 1.

25 -FULL-SPAN VDT

Il PART-SPAN VDT

E 20 OLL 90* IN
t 1,3 SEC

ROLL 90i9IN 1.7 C

I \10, ROLL

I - N

SEC

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

WING VDT THRUST (LOS)

Figure 75. VDT Thrust Required for Roll Control

Yaw Control

Yaw control for the OV- 10A aircraft is currently accomplished using nearly
full-span rudders on both vertical tail surfaces (Figure 83). The following
analysis will consider a VDT configuration which replaces the rudder sur-
faces with full-span VDT blowing at the vertical tails.

-, Since the OV- 10A aircraft has two engines, the design condition established
is that the full rudder control can hold zero sideslip, with one engine out,
"down to speeds approximately 1. 2 times the aircraft stall speed. To balance
the moment created by one engines thrust, t he VDT vertical tail control
must create an equal moment with opposite sign.

At a jet angle of 1 radian the yawing moment coefficient due to vertical tail
"VDT blowing was estimated from
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TTVDT "
0.815 (eqn i9)n VDT aV(fps)

The OV-10A aircraft employs AiResearch T 76-G-10/12 engines which have
a sea level military rating of 715 SHP (Reference 22). Assuming a propeller
efficiency of 0. 9, the moment due to the antisymmetric thrust of one-engine-
out operation at sea level is

1.90 x 105CnT 3) (eqn 20)T V (fps)

By letting CnVDT = Cn , the above equations (19) and (20) were solved for
the VDT thrust requireZ to balance the moment created by one engine's
thru st:

TVDT = 41x 1010 (eqn 21)
(fps)

This relation is shown in Figure 76. At a speed approximately 1. 2 times the
aircraft stall speed, the vertical tail VDTs require about 150 lbs thrust to
hold zero sideslip. Above sea level the change is expected to be negligible.

250'

200

S_=

VERTICAL TAIL VDT
S100_ 2 1.2x ~-. THRUST WHICH WILL

STALL HOLD ZERO SIDESLIP
SPEED WITH ONE ENGINE

OUT AT SEA LEVEL

500

AVERAGELANDING,

100 125 150 200 -250 300
VELOCITY (FT/$EC3

Figure 76. VDT Thrust Required for Yaw Control
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Pitch Control

The amount of horizontal tail control required to trim and maneuver is1 influenced by the wing Angle nf Rttack, cg position, tail position, incidence
of the tail surface, etc. When jet-flap devices are used for wing direct lift
control, as they may be even if intended primarily for flight control, the
wing pitching moment and downwash at the tail will be affected. The experi-
mental results proved that the wing moment becomes increasingly negative
with wing blowing and will require large nose-up moments from the tail
control. With the blown wing, the effective angle of attack at the tail is
decreased due to increased downwash, thus providing some nose-up moment.

Rather than designing or redesigning the OV-10A aircraft tail control, the
longitudinal characteristics of the conventionally equipped OV-10A were used
to estimate the VDT thrust required. This precludes any estimation of the
short-period undamped natural frequency or the aircraft damping ratios. It
is assumed that the longitudinal characteristics meet the standards set in
Reference 20.

The aircraft pull-up maneuver was analyzed to obtain an estimate of the VDT
thrust required to replace the OV-10A elevator control surface. The initial
response of the aircraft to elevator deflection is a change in angle of attack
where the short-period characteristics vanish quickly. The long-period
oscillations when the airplane seeks a stabilized airspeed introduce very
little angle-of-attack changes and can be ignored.

During the first seconds after an abrupt horizontal tail control input, when
"the change in angle of attack is large, the change in velocity is small. The
airplane will then produce a load factor other than 1 g and start a pull-up
maneuver. The magnitude of the load factor will depend on the tail force
available to pitch the aircraft to a new angle of attack. As the angle of attack
increases at constant speed, the horizontal tail lift creates a restoring pitch-
ing moment greater than the pitching -moment tending to increase the angle of
attack. The horizontal tail control must decrease the tail lift to achieve high
angles of attack. High load factors requiring high c would need a powerful
tail control and hence a maximum VDT thrust.

The simplified equilibrium equation for an OV- 10A with VDT pitch control at
"the horizontal tail is

C =CM +C(X - 0.25)+ CD (Z/cwMcg c/4 cg

C XH SH XH SH (eqn 22)

* H cw gw CL- DT cw Sw
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The previous equation ignores wing VDT blowing and power effetr-f nn the
aynamic pressure at the tail. The omission of the power effect will keep the
VDT lift estimate conservative since the tail dynamic pressure increases in
the qlipstri.nm flnw.

The operational flight envelope of the OV- 10A is shown in Figure 77. At the
extremes of the envelope, the highest load factors are attained, and the hori-
zontal tail VDT thrust for these conditions is given in Table 3 for an aircraft
weight of 9700 lbs.

Table 3. Horizontal Tail VDT Thrust for Pull-up Maneuver
at Sea Level

Load VDT Thrust (lbs) _ _Velocity Fa t r XX X X"
(ft/sec) Factor Xcg cg cg 1 cgn .0,20 0. 25 0.30 0.35

150 1. 2 158 108 68 37

200 2. 0 230 154 92 47

250 3. 0 361 241 145 73

300 4.2 521 348 209 106

350 5.8 712 476 287 145

400 7.8 934 624 377 192

The load factors given in Table 3 are attained using the lift available at the
wing stall angle. Above a speed of approximately 250 ft/sec, the drag due
to this lift becomes greater than the thrust available from the OV-10A air-
craft turboprops. Load factors above a value of 3. 0 cannot be sustained
for any period of time since the aircraft decelerates to a velocity where the
drag equals the propulsive thrust. Thus, the VDT thrust required for a
pull-up at high speed need not be maintained. A small pressure accumulator
can supply high instantaneous power such that the required VDT thrusts for
high-g pull-up maneuvers need not be used to size the continuous compressor
power required. Pressure accumulator capabilities will be discussed later
in this report.

Table 3 indicates that the most rearward-placed cg position possible would
minimize the VDT thrust required for the pull-up maneuvers considered.
This would also reduce the required control forces during landing, as the
]anding configuration uses CLmax in the presence of the ground. The ground
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effect reduces the downwash at the tail, thereby increasing the tail angle of
attack positively which increases tail lift and creates a nose-down moment.
The control force must negate this increased tail lift to maintain equilibrium.
r•owever, even during extremely difficult landing conditions the VDT thrust T
required does not exceed approximately 190 lbs. The increment in the tail
lift coefficient due to 190 lbs VI)T at the landing speed is close to the maxi-

mum available from conventional elevator control, -0. 8.

As aircraft spend the majority of their flight time in level flight (n = 1), the
tail control for this condition must be considered. Using the equilibrium
equation (eqn 22), the tail VDT thrust required to maintain n = 1 was calcu-
lated, and the results are shown in Figure 78. At or slightly above the
cruise speed of the OV-10A aircraft, the tail control force needed decreases
as the cg position shifts forward. Although these required VDT thrusts are
small compared to the requirements of Table 3, the aft cg locations may
increase the energy consumed over an entire mission. Energy requirements
for a typical mission profile should be used to determine the center-of-gravity
location best suited to VDT pitch control. The tail positioning, incidence,
etc., could be varied to minin ize the energy requirements. The remainder
of this report will use a cg position of 0. 30 c to estimate the thrust, mass
flow and horsepower requirements for a VDT primary flight control system.

IIORSEPOWER REQUIREMENTS

In the preceding analysis, the thrust required for a VDT primary flight con-
trol system was calculated for various selected maneuvers. It is recalled
that the calculations were done assuming a jet angle of 1 radian. This is
considered to be conservative as it is possible to achieve greater jet angles.
However, for the purposes of the present study, a jet angle of 1 radian is a
practical maximum to examine the feasibility of NEMS primary flight control.

The maneuvers chosen to size the thrust requirements for VDT primary flight
control were assumed to present the most severe demands on the primary
flight control surfaces. A VDT system which has these thrusts available
could provide handling qualities which meet or exceed those specified for
class IV "highly maneuverable" aircraft (Ref. 20).

A VDT primary flight control system requires a supply of compressed air
for the VDT control devices. This can be accomplished by oversizing the
aircraft's main power plants, normally used for propulsion, and bleeding
the required air from the engine, or by adding an auxiliary power plant to
supply the VDT. A number of variations and combinations of these methods
is possible. Any method selected will necessitate some additional aircraft
energy to be used to compress air needed for VDT operation.

The power to adiabatically compress the freestream air to the VDT supply
pressure is given by:
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Power V.- V -D (eqn 23)

where ris the compressor efficiency. Assuming that negligible pressure
losses occur in ducting the air to the VDT, the power can be written in terms
of the VDT jet velocity and mass flow.

Power (2 - V2) (eqn 24)

The thrust required can be converted to a compressor power in the following
way. For a given thrust required the mass flow in and jet velocity V can
be calculated by assuming an isentropic expansion from the VDT suprtly pres-
sure to the ambient pressure. It has been shown (Ref. 1) that the isentropic
relations can overestimate the available jet thrust by 254. Thus, the power
required could be 25% greater than the values predicted by the isentropic flow
equations.

Figure 79 shows the relation between the VDT thrust and compressor horse-
power for sevelal compressor pressure ratios, PVDT/P1 = PR. The results
assume that Vj4 >> V2 , which is true for the speed range of the OV- 10A air-
craft and the pressure ratios considered.

The compressor power required to provide a VDT thrust can be estimated
from Figure 79. The weight flow corresponding to this power can also be
estimated from the figure. It is seen that the compressor power, at a given
VDT thrust, decreases as the pressure ratio decreases, and a simultaneous
increase in weight flow is evident. As an example, at a VDT thrust of 140
lbs. the following horsepower and weight flow are required:

Compressor Weight Flow
Horsepower (lb/ sec)

2.0 200 5. 18

4.0 298 3.40

8.0 385 2.64

The next step necessary to evaluate the feasibility of a VDT primary flight
c ... rol sý stem is an estimate of the compressor horsepower which must be
available at any time.

The maximum required VDT thrust was previously calculated for roll, pitch
and yaw control acting separately, but for some flight conditions more than
one axis is controlled at one time. This is especially true for a single-engine
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landing. Under the worst possible landing conditions, the vertical tails would
ierquU-e 15 E bs thi'-iS and •Ol huri-uuitui tail approximateiy i90 lbs thrust.

Some minimal roll control would be required, but relaxed specifications under
the given circumstances would require less than 10 lbs thrust for full-span
Vi)T blowing. Summing the requirements, it was estimated that a one-engine-
out landing requires 340 lbs of VDT thrust. This is nominally the same thrust
required at the horizontal tail for a 7. 8-g pull-up. Using 340 lbs VDT thrust
for a maximum, the maximum compressor horsepower at a compressor
pressure ratio of 2. 0 is about 486 HP. At a pressure ratio of 8. 0 the com-
pressor horsepower required would be 930.

Duct Losses

The compressor horsepower requirements shown in Figure 79 were computed
independently of any power losses which may occur in ducting the air to the
VDT device. If losses did occur, the compressor horsepower would have to
be increased to supply the required VDT thrust. A brief analysis of duct
losses was conducted to determine the duci area required to ensure that duct
power losses remain negligible.

in Reference 23 the differential equation of the flow in a one-dimensional duct
was derived in detail. To keep the present analysis brief, without obtaining
an overly optimistic estimate of duct losses, a -constant-area duct, with con-
stant total temperature, constant mass flowr and adiabatic flow were assumed.
That is, no mass subtraction takes place along a duct with assumed constant
area. To remain conservative, the length of the duct was equated to the
total length from the compressor unit to the point of VDT blowing furthest
from the compressor. The compressor was assumed to be at the position
occupied by the turboprop engines. The equation for the change in Mach
number along the duct is given by

2y 2fM 3 11 + ý- M2}

d(r- D) - 2 (eqn 25)

where f is the friction factor for smooth pipes and is a function of the
Reynolds number, and D is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe.

To determine the duct pressure losses, the mass flow and pressure at the
VD)T aic taken as known quantities and the ratio of compressor pressure to
VD)T pressure can be calculated using t.he results of Reference 23:

] v (eqn 26)PVDT comp 2+ c•!Momp

TL2 power' 1V)ss wag calculated from the results for the pressure losses.
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I The above equations were solved for a number of VDT thrusts with air sup-

n14aA thyC -,rin -- -1rf .4-1. n"I v na rlk .arcs d.-. t a rc. .,-.r c c ouc
that they could easily be added to the aircraft structure where ducting was
requiredr Figure 80 shows a scale drawing of the wing, vertical taieian•i tail boom cross sections and tile duct cross- secti onal areas considered.

Each of the stations, designated in tenths of the total chord length, were used
as one end of the duct are ati shoul bearward station the other end. TheI calculated power losses for several wing duct areas arp shown in Figure 81
for the roll control maximum wing VDT thrust with part span blowing,

S~The power losses decreaoe rapidly as the compressor pressure ratio or duct
area increases. However, the increase in compressor horsepower associate(]
with increasing pressure ratio should be avoided if possible. For Xinitial

0. 7 Cw, the duct area is reasonably small and less than 1 horsepower is lost
Sfor pressure ratios of 1. 5 and 2. 0. This represents a loss of less than 1% of

the total compressor horsepower.

A similar result was obtained for the power supplied to the tail controls
through the wing boom. At Xinitial = o. 5 cv (see Figure 80), the duct area
was estimated to be 0. 40 ft 2 , approximately the same as that for the wing at

Xinitial " U. 70 Cw. A duct of this area can easily run through the tail boom
at its minimum cross section. As can be seen in Figure 80, the vertical tail
duct area from 0. 5 cv to 0. 8 cv is smaller than the tail boom's minimum duct
area. It was found that at a pressure ratio (PR) of 2.0 a compressor horse-
power of 500 can be delivered to the tail controls with a loss of 1.4 HP in
ducts with an area of 0. 40 ft 2 . Thus, the air for VDT use can be most eco-nomically compressed and delivered using a low compressor pressure ratio.

"r Another aspect of the duct design is the ratio of duct flow dynamic head to the
total duct pressure. Aircraft space requirements will require sharp right
angle bends in the supply ducts. Each such bend can be assumed to cause a
total loss of dynamic head. For the design duct area the ratio of dynamic
head to total pressure is 0(10-2) so that the losses in right angle bends can
be neglected.

"Fuel Consumption/Maneuver

To estimate the fuel which would be consumed in running the compressor, it
was necessary to select some typical COIN maneuvers where the VDT pri-
mary flight control would be operating. Reference 24 describes three man-
"euvers required on COIN aircraft missions. They are:

* First-pass maneuver

0 Second-pass maneuver

* Pull-up
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"0 The following analysis describes these maneuvers and estimates the fuel

-. required for VDT primary control in each case. A compressor pressure
ratio of 2. 0 and a fuel consumption rate appropriate for turbo-shaft engines
"was used throughout the analysis. The fuel consumed for other compressor
pressure ratios would increase as rapidly as the compressor horsepower in-
creased.

First-Pass Maneuver (FP -- One of the functions of COIN aircraft is to
-, perform reconnaissance-strike (R/S) missions. This is the most difficult

mission assigned in COIN operations, and if an aircraft can perform R/S
satisfactorily, it can adequately accomplish other required missions (Ref. 24).
In R/S missions, the pilot must search the target area and have sufficient
control power to attack the target effectively.

The first-pass maneuver begins after the pilot has identified his Itarget. It
was assumed that identification is possible at a radius of 1200 ft. This was
called the visual radius Rv. The first-pass maneuver consists of the pilot
banking to a high-g turn and then rolling out to attack the target. The area
which can be attacked is determined from the maximum roll rate, the highest
load factor available and the velocity at which the aircraft maneuvers. Fig-

-" ure 82 defines the maneuver; the shaded region is the attack area. It is notedthat the aircraft is at some bank angle on the turning radius (1Rt) and not in an

attack position. Only after the aircraft has rolled out and crossed the attackradius (Ra) can the run begin.
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IVigure 82. First-Pass Maneuver

The fuel to execute this first-pass maneuver is the fuel to turn plus twice the
fuel to roll (roll in and out of the turn). The method of calculation can be
found in Appendix B.

The load factor, n, determines the bank angle, 0 (0 = cos-1 1/n), and the
angle of turn is 0. To calculate the maximum fuel required for this maneu-
ver, we assume that the aircraft turns on Rt until the visual radius is crossed
and then rolls out. In practice a first-pass turn to attack would be less severe
than this; however, this case provides a conservative estimate of the fuel re-
quired. For this maneuver at n = 2 and V = 200 ft/sec, the fuel required is
0. 239 lbs/maneuver. Some variability (±0. 040 lbs/maneuver) occurs at other
combinations of n and V, however, the case used represents a typical high-g
COIN maneuver.

Thus, the first-pass maneuvers require very little fuel to produce the VDT

control forces. Even at a compressor pressure ratio of 8. 0 the fuel require-
rnent is only about twice that required for PR = 2. 0.

Second-Pass Maneuver (SP) -- Many targets spotted by the pilot cannot be
attauked on the first-pass maneuver because of late identification. A second
pass may then b- required to attack the target. In a manner analogous to
Reference 24, we have chosen the following model for the second-pass man-
euver. An aircraft flies over the target and begins the second-pass maneuver.

1.06
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'PTh naircraft continues in -a a -,t,-r h line init4l tha nilnt -1.1 tn .4nm-p hsnk

a angleand executes an n-'g' turn starting from Rv at constant V. When the
aircraft is aligned toward the original target location the pilot rolls out and
attacks using the tirst-pass maneuver. Figure 83 shows the .ecniu-paS
maneuver,

SECOND PASS
MANEUVER

TIME(s.p.) TIME TO MANEUVER ENDS HERE

FROM ORIGINAL TARGET LOCATION
TO END OF SECOND PASS MANEUVER

i ~ATTACK AREA

(DEFINED BY FIRST
PASS MANUER

TARGETCIRCL

I

SECOND PASS NOTE: DURING THlE SECOND PASS
MANEUVER BEGINS 1MANEUVER THE TARGET CAN

ANEUERj T EGISNIS THE 1200 FT MAKE EVASIVE MANEUVTRS.
EREG THIS A TAHGET /ASSUMING A TARGET VELOCITY

ORIGINAL TARGET OF 15 FT/SEC, THE TARGET
LOCATION CAN MOVE 15 FT/SEC x TIME f5 P.

FEET IN ANY DIRECTION. THE
TARGET CIRCLE DEFINES THL
POSSIBLE TARGET LOCATIONS.

1 Figure 83. Second-Pass Maneuver

The fuel for the second-pass maneuver is calculated using the same equation
as for the first-pass maneuver. The required fuel is the fuel to turn plus
twice the fuel to roll (i. e., roll in and out of the turn).

- The detailed calculation is found in Appendix B. The only changes in the terms
occur because of the larger turn around executed in the second-pass maneuvers.
At a load factor n = 2 and V = 200 ft/sec, the fuel required for the second-pass
maneuver is 0. 418 lbs/maneuver.

Other choices of n and V will yield a variation in fuel of approximately 0. 080
lb/maneuver. The given choice of n and V is representative of I.ypical high-g
COIN manevuers.

Pull-up -- The final maneuver described in Reference 24 is the pull-up over

a 50-ft obstacle. The model used was: the aircraft is approaching a poten-
tial target at ground level and constant velocity; and at the visual radius (Rv)
the target is id]mtified and attack begins. The target is at the hase of a 50-ft

- obstacle so that the aircraft must pull-up some distance from the target. .ig-
"ure 84 shows the pull-up maneuver.
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Figure 84. Pull-up Maneuver

The fuel to pull-up was calculated for the pull-up from level flight to the top ofthe 50-ft obstacle. The method of calculation is presented in Appendix B.
Two load factors were chosen to estimate the pull-up fuel. It was found that
the required fueil is 0. 030 lbs/maneuver at n = 2 and 0. 057 bs/maneuver atn = 3. Thus, the pull-up is the least fuel consuming maneuver considered.

WEIGHT AND FUEL ESTIMATE
The purpose of this subsection is to estimate the total extra weight that must
be added to the OV-10A aircraft to incorporate a NEMS blown control system.To do this we must assume a design configuration. A detailed design is be-yond the scope of the present work; however, since this is basically a feasi-bility study, we need only make a conservative estimate of the weight require-
ment. If this upperbound of the system weight is within reasonable limits,feasibility will have been shown. A generalized method of powering the VDT
device was configured as follows:

0 The first design choice is blower pressure ratio. The power re-
quired is a function of blown thrust required and blower pressure
ratio. If bleed air is drawn from the compressor of a turbo-
shaft engine the pressure ratio will be between 8-13 atmospheres.
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providing blowing air the supply pressure ratio will be nomi-
nally 2 atmospheres. For any given thrust approximately
twice as much horsepower is required at a pressure• ratio
of 8 than is required at pressure ratio of 2. For this reason,
we will consider an operating pressure ratio of 2 atmospheres
for our design model.

. For most of a typical COIN mission, little or no blowing is
required for control. To run the blowing engine at full power
throughout the entire mission would require a prohibitive
amount of fuel and is not necessary for primary control.
Early jet-flap investigators envisioned aircraft for which the
entire propulsive thrust and lift control was obtained from jet-

.I flap blowing. While this is theoretically possible at the cruise
speed of the OV-10A, it is more power effective to obtain pro-
pulsive thrust from the propellers than from the jet flap. To
demonstrate this we compare the propulsive efficiency of the
turbo-prop engines and the jet flap at the cruise speed of the
OV-10A. The propulsive efficiency (r) is defined as the net

I propulsive thrust (r) multiplied by the forward velocity (V)
I divided by the power required (SHP) to produce the thrust;

i. e.,I TV
T1 -SHP

For the turbo-prop, n = 0. 90, while for the jet flap at pressure
Sratio of 2. 0, T1 = 0. 38. As mentioned earlier, at a pressure

ratio of 8. 0 the power required to produce a given thrust is
about twice as much as it would be at pressure ratio of 2.0.

I Thus, at a pressure ratio of 8, 0 the propulsive efficiency of
* jet-flaps is 0. 19. it would be possible to operate the jet flap

at full thrust (340 lbs in this case) and reduce the propeller
I• thrust by the same amound. However, the propellers would

require less than half the fuel (0.38/0.90 less fuel) than would
be required to provide the same thrust using jet flaps. As
the velocity (V) increases the thrust (T) and power (SUIP) for
the jet flap remain essentially constant. This means that as
"the speed increases the thrust efficiency for the jet flap will

also increase. There may be a speed range and pressure
ratio combination for which full-time jet-flap operation ic;

,.., economical. For the OV-10A, however, intermittent VDT
thrusting is necessary.

* To provide intermittent thrusting, the system must have a
throttleable engine-compressor. In a final design the engine
lag time ("rev up time") must be minimized to obtain con-
tinuous VDT thrust as quickly as possible. For the present
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system, the engine was assumed to operate at 516 rated
horsepower throughout the mission and be capable of

:itr•ii O lo euli power ;II t lt.

a Duving the time required to bring the engine to full power I
(1 sec lag), an energy accumulator can provide blowing air I
instantaneously upon pilot demand. The accumulator is a
pressure tank filled with compressed air. The air in the
tank must be at a pressure higher than the nominal system 1
operating pressure (pressure ratio 2. 0) so that the tank air
can be supplied through a dropping regulator at pressure
ratio 2. 0 whenever needed. The pressure ratio in the accu-
mulator should be of the order of 8 to 13 in order to keep the
accumulator volume to reasonable proportions. There are
many possible combinations of tank volume and pressure
ratio to eliminate the engine lag problem. The optimal com-
bination of parameters were not determined for this study.
However, a reasonable set of parameters were chosen and
the design weights anJ fuel requirements were determined
from them.

For this study it was assumed that the primary blowing air-
flow is bled at pressure ratio 2.0 from the bypass section of
a high-bypass turbo-shaft engine, and the accumulator was
designed to use air bled from the high-pressure section of .
the engine compressor at a pressure ratio of 8. 0.

* An automatic demand control system must be developed which -

throttles the engine and alternately drains and fills the accu-
mulator. This control must sense the state of the bleed con-
trol system and operate the jet flap at the thrust values re-
quired to maneuver the aircraft according to pilot commands.

Before the exact configuration of the VDT powering system is determined,
the engine and bleed control will have to be studied in terms of the expected
mission profile and engine lag characteristics. However, a schematic dia-
gram of the VDT control system chosen for the weight estimate is shown in
Figure 85.

The total extra weight which must be added to modify the OV-1OA aircraft
to employ a VDT primary flight control system is:

Wt engine weight + compressor, weight + accumulator weight
i- fuel weight for 30 maneuvers + fuel weight to run the

engine at 51!4, of full power over the entire mission + extra
fel for1 turboprops to carry W0 t over the mission,
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Figure 85. Conceptual Engine-Bleed Control System

The weight of the air supply ducting was neglected in this estimate as it was
assumed it would be close to the net weight of the conventional control system
linkages which the NEMS devices replace. Each of these weights can be esti-
mated for the preliminary control system design shown in Figure 85.

The total horsepower was sized from the condition of maximum continuous
thrust required. This condition is the engine out landing where maximum

p, thrust at the vertical and horizontal tail is required. The horsepower for
this maneuver is 486. Horsepower-versus-weight trends were established
from Reference 22 for turbo-shaft engines within a power range from 200 to
600 HP. Within this range the engines produce approximately 2 SHP for
each pound of engine weight so that the required engine weight will be 243 lbs.

The added weight due to bypass turbine cascade and associated control hard-
ware was taken to be 25% of the engine total weight. The total compressor
weight is then estimated to be 62 lbs. The extra engine and compressor
weight could be in the form of a third engine acting as an auxiliary power
supply for the jet-flap system. Alternatively, the existing engines could be
modified to provide the bypass air and high-pressure bleed. In either case,
the weight and fuel requirements are determined in the same manner. The
weight and fuel required are based on the trends of weight per horsepower-
hour for this class of engine.

i. 1.11
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For a design pressure ratio of 8. 0, the accumulator volume needed to supply

th cquivalent of ,l,,ver •lere -•1 ,nn fnr tho. 1-sec laz time is 8.37 cu. ft.

An 8-in. diameter cylinder 13. 5 ft long would contain the required volume 4

and fit into one of the tail booms of the OV-10A. If the cylinder were made

or aluminum and designed for a safety factor 2. 0 it would weigh 24 lbs.

The fuel required to operate the engine at 5% maximum power during a typical

COIN mission of 250-nautical-mile cruise with 1. 5-hr loiter over the target
area is 74 lbs. A fuel consumption rate of 0. 70 lbs/horsepower-hr was esti-

mated from turbo-shaft engine trends in Reference 22. During this mrssion
14 lbs of fuel for performing the maneuvers discussed in the section on man-
euvering fuel requirements would be enough for 30 typical high-g attack man-
euvers.

The only term which has not yet been calculated is the fuel to carry the extra
weight. This extra fuel comes from the need for extra turbo-prop thrust to
overcome the induced drag caused by the added weight,W An L/D of 10
and a total mission time of 4. 5 hrs at an average velocity of 280 ft/sec were
assumed. Using an average VDT system weight, it was estimated that 63
extra pounds of fuel are required. The total extra weight from all the addi-
tions considered for' this NEMS feasibility study are:

Item Weight (lbs)_

Engine and Compressor 305

Fuel for 30 maneuvers 14

Fuel for 5% engine idle 74

Extra fuel for total weight 63

Accumulator 24

Total 480

This total weight constitutes nearly 4% of the nominal gross weight of the OV-10A,

The 4% increase in the total weight of the OV-10A aircraft can be added
without decreasing the payload. If the payload remains constant, the VDT
primary flight control system's weight would increase the OV-10A's gross
weight. This would require longer landing distances for the one-engine-out
landing when all available VDT thrust is needed for primary flight control.
However, for normal takeoff and landing conditions, there will be an excess
o VI)T thrust available which can be used for increasing CLmax. There-
fure, STOL performance will not be degraded but can be improved with the
addition of VDT primary flight control. Under normal takeoff conditions, it
was estimated that the takeoff distance of the OV-10A could be shortened by
.50 ft to 150 ft depending on the payload carried.

1
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COIN AIRCRAFT ATTACK EFFECTIVENESS

In studying the feasiblilty of using VDT blowing for p, Imary flight control,
VDT system capabilities can be evaluated in terms of aircraft maneuver-
ability. Reference 24 has shown that the aircraft's "attack effectiveness"
during reconnaissance-strike (H/S) missions is a practical criteria for judg-*a ing COIN aircraft maneuverability. "Attack effectiveness" can be defined as
the aircraft's ability to attack targets sighted by the pilot. Quantitative esUi-
mates of the OV-10A aircraft "attack effectiveness" are included in this 1,(;,rt

£ to compare the OV-10A with NEMS primary flight control to the conventional
OV-10A aircraft.

Following the analysis of Reference 24. the "attack effectiveness" was calcu-
lated for three types of R/S maneuvers. The selected maneuvers are labeled
as: (1) first-pass maneuver, (2) second-pass maneuver, and (3) pull-up man-
euver and are defined as before when estimating the fuel consumption per
"maneuver. A set of definitions for the attack effectiveness of the OV-10A with
and without the VDT control system was developed.

Tile aircraft first-pass effectiveness (AFPE) is defined as the r'ati• or the area
in a visual quadrant which the aircraft can maneuver to attack to the area of
the visual quadrant (see Figure 82). The area which can be attacked is deter-
mined by the aircraft roll and turn performance. The AFPE increases as the
time to roll decreases and the available load factor increases.

In many situations the target cannot be attacked on the first pass and a second
pass is required. The aircraft second-pass effectiveness (ASPE) was defined
in Reference 24 as the ratio of the attack area to the area of the target circle
(see Figure 83).

Since this definition makes the ASPEheavily dependent upon the AFPE, it was
decided that the second pass could be more simply evaluated by the time to
maneuver the aircraft to a position where the first pass can be executed. That:
Is, the second-pass attack effectiveness was investigated by calculating the
time required to maneuver from the original target location to the pilot's visual
radius and complete an n-'g' turn until the aircraft is aligned toward the
original target location. At this tlina the pilot may attack with the first-pass
maneuver.

The aircraft pull-up maneuver can be used te assess the potential attack of
a target at the base of a 50-ft obstacle. In COIN operations, the time to fire
at such a target is relatively short since positive identification j'.1 usually re-
quired. A high volume of precise weapon deiivery must be directed at the
target to be effective. The time to shoot is the time the aircraft takes in
traveling from the visual radius to a point where a pull-up must he executed
to avoid striking the obstacle. Since the time to shoot determines the number
of rounds which can be fired, it was used to measure thc attack effectiveness
for the pull-up maneuver.
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A•L low veilui•...it , Lt u IUC-dj ICuLL iM .. ....ted YL y Lib, the ldAJJIIU I Lft, a.n' at
higher velocities the available power restricts n. This is shown in Figure
86 for three lift configurations. The three lift limits shown are: (1) CTa-,
without high-lift flaps, (2) C1 , with high-lift flaps, and (3) CLX wit" ,
full-span jet-flap blowing. The Hrust required for longitudinal flighncontrol
was estimated from Table 2 at a cg location 0. 30 c from the wing leading
edge. The remainder of the available jet thrust was allocated to the full-

span jet-flap blowing.

The power limits shown in Figure 86 represent the load factors which can be
maintained at constant velocity. Above these limit lines the aircraft drag
becomes greater than the thrust available from the Lo!rbo-prop engines. The
unblown power limit is shown for the turbo-props at their Uurrent power
rating.

CLMAX HIGH LIFT FLAPS 2.1 (6 = 40°)

BLOWN POWERB

3 LON OWRLIMIT L,"M...

I UNSLOWN POWER LIMIT

0 50 100o 1o 20O 250 300 3o 40'0o

V (FT/SEC)

Figure 86. Power and Lift Limits for Steady Maneuvers

The attack effectiveness can be calculated using the limit lines shown in
[Figure 86. The maximum attack effectiveness is constrained by the maxi-
mum load factor available at any speed. Figures 87 through 89 show the
AFPE, the second-pass turn-around time, and the time to shoot.

IFigure 87 shows that the aircraft first-pass effectiveness is improved for
the VDT-assisted wing. At speeds below 200 ft/sec, the high-lift flaps
provide nominally the same AFPE as the VDT device. However, there is a
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Figure 87. Aircraft First-Pass Effectiveness
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Figure 88. Second-Pass Turn-Around Time
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ip5ssibiiity that the high-lift flaps can become overstressed at aircraft speels
exceeding those normally encountered in landing and takeoff. This particular
danger is avoided in ine NEMS nsyteni. The VDT control can ale- re-pondi
rapidly to pilot commands. Changes in the maneuvering path can be executed
(iiicklv and accurately with high-lift VI)T blowing.

GOAL: MAXIMIZE TIME TO SHOOT

HIGH LIFT FLAPS
-b/

0

A 4
0
I-

"- VOT CLEAN

2

0 o 200 2;0 300

VELOCITY (FT/SEC)

Figure 89. Time to Shoot at Base of 50-ft Obstacle

The second-pass turn-around time (Figure 88) is shown to be minimized for
the VDT-augmented wing. At low velocities the high-lift flaps can provide
a shorter turn-around time, but the above mentioned disadvantage still exists.
At a velocity corresponding approximately to the point where the load factor
becomes power-limited (Figure 86), the attack effectiveness is maximized,
and there is no advantage to increasing speed.

The time to shoot at the base of a 50-ft obstacle is shown in Figure 89. It
seems that little time is gained over the unassisted wing for either the VDT-
or high-lift-flap-assisted case. At an aircraft velocity of 175 ft/see, for ex-
ample, the VDT case increases the shooting time by approximately 0. 6 sec,
and the high-lift flaps increase the time by 1. 0 sec. With a cyclic rate of fire
of 1200 rounds/min for two guns, the OV-10A with VDT can fire 24 more
rurnnds and the high-lift-flap-assisted wing can fire 40 rounds more than the
unassisted or "clean" aircraft. Physically, it is seen that more firing time is
obtained by flying slower, even though it is necessary to terminate fire at a
-reater distance from the target.
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The results presented in Figures 87 through 89 indicate that the AFPE and•-1_ ' h cvnaeso h ih

Lvi Lime lu bhuuL are maximized at low velocity. the advantages ot the high-
lift devices are also apparent. Figure 88 shows that the turnaround time is

I ~shortest at a higher airspeed. Therefore. the second-pass m-anetiv~r is mosi
S effectively accomplished by increasing the speed to execute the second-pass

maneuver and decreasing the speed immediately after rolling out of the turn3 to prepare to perform the first-pass maneuver.

I

I

I
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* SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

The analytical and expIrimental investigations of this research progranm yield

3 the following conclusions:

e Experimental

1. Full-span jet-flap blowing can provide high lift at finite
aspect ratio and low external airspeeds. The lift distribu-
tion due to full-span jet blowing was similar to the distri-
bution due to wing angle of attack without blowing; that is.
a nearly elliptic loading was indicated.

2. Part-span jet-flaps show decreasing lifting capability as
the ratio of the blown span to the total wing span decreases.
The "lift effectiveness EACL/Cll sin (T + 4) ] and "efli-
ciency" (L/De) both decrease as the percentage of blown-
"wing area decreases.

3. At a constant part-span blown wing area, the lift produced
by jet blowing is influenced by the spanwise position of the
blown area. Moving the blown area toward the wing root
furnishes higher lift than outboard stations.

4. Satisfactory predictions of lift are possible with the theory
of Reference 8 for full-span blowing. The tentative method
of analysis presented in Reference 11 can be used to esti-
mate the lift available with part-span jet-flaps. Ilowever,
there is clearly a need for further theoretical jet-flap work,
particularly in connection with the flow field arising from
part- span blowing.

5. Blown sections strongly influence the lift distribution on
neighboring unblown sections.

6. Control rolling moments from jet-flap blowing can be pro-
duced most efficiently (with the least thrust and compressor
power) with full-span blowing, and the rolling moment
available is reduced as the blown-wing area is reduced.

7. The quarter-chord moment coefficient becomes more nega-
tive (diving moment) and the center of lift moves appre(:iahly
aft on the airfoil chord as jet blowing is increased.
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0 Aircraft Application Study

1. (:alculation of the military requirements for roll-, pitch-,
and yawv-axis control of an OV- IOA aircraft showed that
a VI)T primary flight control system can meet the require-
ments and improve on the conventional control system
capabilities.

2. To implement a VDT primary flight control system, auxiliary
power must be added to the OV- !OA aircraft. The added
power can be used for direct lift control as well as primary
flight control.

3. At a compressor puressure ratio of 2. 0, it was estimated
that 486 horsepower would be needed to supply high-pressure
air to the VDT during a single-engine landing which was
assumed to demand the greatest VDT control forces.

4. Dluct losses can be ignored with a careful choice of duct area.

5. The auxiliary engine, blower, ducting, accumulator and
surplus fuel required for an OV- 10A aircraft VDT primary
flight control system would add approximately 480 lbs to
the aircraft weight. This weight represents a 44 increase
in aircraft weight.

6. First-pass, second-pass and pull-up maneuvers executed
with blowing thrust used for direct lift control were shown
to be more effective in attacking targets than the "clean"
wing configuration. High-lift flaps also improve the air-
craft 'attack effectiveneso", but incur disadvantages avoided
with blown-control high-lift devices.

7. For aircraft which fly at speeds where high-bypass engines
can be operated efficiently, the jet-flap device can utilize
bypass air with little loss of propulsive efficiency.
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SECTION VII
RECOM• ENDAT IONS

The following recommendations are made for continued efforts in developing
the NEMS concept:

a Wind tunnel tests of a finite-aspect-ratio wing nmodel with a
chord length sufficiently large to enable extrapolation of aero-
dynamic characteristics to full scale are needed. Such a model
could also be heavily instrumented with pressure taps to allow
an investigation of the pressures needed to sense the spanwise
lift distribution.

* Before designing aircraft for NEDAS system control, full aircraft
component wind tunnel tests are needed to determine propeller
slipstream effects and the downwash pattern at tail control sur-fa.c e s.

, The water analogy techniques should be applied to VD)T jet-flap
development. This technique offers great promise for exploring
new VDT configurations and optimizing existing ones. It should
be a valuable tool for improving the transonic and supersonic
performance characteristics of VDT configurations. It should
also prove valuable for studying the unsteady flow characteristics
of NEMS jet-flap configurations.

* The effects of NEMS systems on aircraft survivability, relia-
bility, response, range, etc., should be studied in greater
detail.

0 Further investigations of the power supply configurations for
VDT-blown control should be conducted with the goal of mini-
mizing power, weight and fuel consumption.

* A more detailed report of the maneuvering rate (mission profile)
of COIN or TRIM aircraft is needed to optimize a jet-flap pri-
mary control system.

* Greater effort should be directed toward the development of the
ducting and control system connections necessary to enable pilot
commands to be transferred to jet-flap control actuation.

0 Additional studies of the optimum jet angle for jet-flap devices
should be conducted; the study should not be restricted to jet
angles attainable with a VDT device, but may indicate other
jet-flap devices suitable to the NEMS concept.
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0 I'iurther theoretical work is needed in the study of jet-flaps:
in particular, a method of analysis is needed which can include
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APPENDIX A

BALANCE TABLE I)ESIGN AN[) USE

FORCE TABLE DESCRIPTION

A force table balance was made which measures force components in the x
and y direction as well as the moment in the x, y plane. Figure Al shows
the basic configuration of the table balance and the location of the x and y axesI on the table top. All forces and moments are measured in the plane of the
table top.

The location of the F and FT flexure reeds is clearly shown in Figure A2.
Figure A2 shows the moment reeds attached to the baseplate with the rest of
the balance system removed.

The shape and position of each flexure reed was chosen to provide the highest
possible bending stiffness to oppose the loadings not being measured by the
reed. Tf17he bending stiffness in the direction of the force measured was low
enough to allow sufficient bending strain for measurement with strain gage
instrumentation. The Fx reeds, for example, are 1000 times stiffer in the
y-direction than they are in the x-direction, and similarly the Fy reeds are
much stiffer in the x-direction than they are in the y-direction. 'In this way
y-loadings and moments are transmitted "edgewise" through the Fx reeds,
and the x-signal is not affected by the other forces. The analogous argument
holds for the Fy reeds. (See Figure A3 also, to further clarify this point.)

The moment reeds (See Figure A2) are positioned so that any x- or y-load is
taken edgewise by one or the other set of moment reeds. The four moment
reeds are relatively flexible to rotation about the x, y origin, however, and
this permits them to respond to the torsional loads.

The wiring diagram for the three channels is shown in Figures A4 and A5.

FORCE TABLE STATIC RESPONSE

If the arguments presented above are true, the various output channels should
respond only to the appropriate loadings, and the position of the load on the
table should not effect the output.

To test this out, forces were applied at the points shown in Figure A6, and
the output of each channel was recorded. The strain gage output was ampli-
fi-ed by the BAM-1 amplifier-meter, and the voltage was measured with an
oscilloscope. Figures A7, A8 and A9 are plots of the loading-versus-voltage
output for the F , F , and moment output channels, respectively. The BAM-1
was set to reg'iA.r r•nge amplification with the potentiometer set at 500.
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I It is clear, from inspection of these plots, that the location of tihe for e doe.s
,not affect the output. The F .Channel ndicLaLed t-u JuVUce fo- all c x .
tried, as did the Fx channel for the y-loading. The application of the fnr',-
F1 . F 4 . Fr . and V7 produced no moment about the x, y origin, and the3 moment channel produced no measurable signal under these lorjds.

I DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The balance was designed to give maximum sensitivity for steady low-level
* (less than 150 Ibs) force measurement. The result is the natural frequency

of oscillation of the various table levels is low.

The strain gage output was monitored with a "memory" oscilloscope, and
the free vibration behavior was recorded. The period of oscillation T (sec)
was recorded for each channel along with the relative amplitude of first. and
Nth oscillations. With this data the natural frequency Wn and damping ratio
| was calculated using the following equations as obtained from Reference 25"

f d 1 (Hz) (eqn AI)

IRadý
Ra D dT f J) --e-I (eqn A2)

W%= D d (eqn A3)

- 2

1 X
& 11- inx (eqn A4)

N XN

. 2rr

or

_T(eqn A.~

where

fD is damped natural frequency
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D is damped period

W is natural frequency

6 is logarithmic decremnent

x is the amplitude of the first cycle()

xN is the amplitude of the N th cycle
c

is the damping ratio
C

The time required for an oscillation to damp to 54 of its original amplitude
is t::, where

0.05 = e-e. n

Loge (0.05) = -

loge (0.05) -2.995e: (eqn A6)
--¢n -g•n

A table of these parameters is shown below.

Channel f (hz) t*' (sec)n .

F 26.7 0.0027 6.8X 
'

y 19.6 0.0042 5.9Y

TVI 13.9 0.0053 6.4

These results indicate that, where dynamic measurement is necessary, the
flexure reeds must be stiffened, at the cost of sensitivity, to eliminate
resonance problems.

The balance was designed to facilitate this procedure. The reed holder (see
Vik.cres Al through A3) is removed, and a new reed with the desired thickness
is sandwiched" in the holder with the original reed. The stiffening is done
1( a pair of' reeds in the same plane. For example the pair of F and F reedsx y

1.3
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clearly visible in Figure A2 could be stiffened and the other pair left unchanged.
The best pair of moment reeds to stiffen is the pair shown paraltel to thex-axis in rFigure A2.

A formula for selection of the "sandwich" reed thickness is given below
(note this relation holds only if two of tho, four reeds are stiffened):

TI rLi' 11/3
T h--• = - 1W (see Figure A10) (eqn A7)

where I

Th thickness of original reed plus sandwich reed

Th thickness of original reed

4W = desired natural frequency

n= original natural frequency

The sensitivity change is given by
-2_

S n (see Figure A10) (eqn A8)

- where

S' is the sensitivity of the altered balance.

S is the original sensitivity

If the system is subjected to a sinusoidal forcing function. of the form

F = F sin (Lit)
0

its response F will bem

F 02

F° sin 1- - W2 t +0) (eqn AO)

1 n)- 2 + 2 ( / 1n) 2
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Table Natural Frequency and Sensitivity

whe -ere

27(w/w
tan 0 2

(/n)taI 1- (w0/wn) 2

BALANCE SYSTEM USE AND LIMITATIONS

The balance system has been shown to have no measurable interaction be-
tween the force components. With appropriate choice of stiffness, the system
can measure a wide range of static and dynamic loads. The dynamic behavior
of the various channels is uncoupled and will remain so if care is taken to
keep the center, of mass of any test equipment placed on the balance at the x,
y origin.
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ji APPENDIX B

OV-10A AIRCRAFT, VDT CONTROL SYSTEM

This appendix briefly gives the aircraft steady-state equations used in the
analysis of these common reconnaissance/ strike maneuvers and shows the
method used to estimate VDT control system fuel consumption for each
maneuver.

'I FIRST-PASS MANEUVER

j .First-pass maneuver geometry is shown in Figure B1.

y

ROLL-OUT

,mR (Xi, 9t1

ROLL-UP T N

Figure B1. First-Pass Maneuver Geometry

Symbols used in the figure and in the following discussion are:

0 = bank angle (rad)

P m roll rate (rad/sec)

n = load factor

V aircraft velocity (ft/sec)

Rt = radius of turn (ft)

t = time to roll (sec)
r

tt time to turn (sec)
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9 =angle of turn (rad)
lbs fuel

= fuel consumption rate (0. 70 - , for turbine engines
hp-hr fotubnenis

surveyed in Ref. 22)

F = fuel to roll (Ibs)

F, = fuel to turn (lbs)

Equations for the roll maneuver are

(5= 1o (eqn BI)
__ - cos-'* (1.

tr= - (eqn B2)

ftrft
where n was selected as n=2 at V=200 and n=3 at 250 ft . The roll rate,'9 -ecsec
p, was assumed to be the maximum available, p = 0. 121 rad/sec.

t = 0.87 sec (n=2)r

t = 1.00 sec (n=3)r

The fuel to roll is calculated from

F = Roll hp • f • tr/3600 (eqn B3)r

At a roll hp of 400 (near maxinium for part-span VDT roll control) the fuel to
roll is

F = 0.0665 lbs (n=2)r :

Fr = 0.0763 lbs (n=3)

The equation for the turn maneuver is

V2

Rt 1/2 (eqn B4)g (n2-1)

and, using the x-y coordinate system shown
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,1 t

3 R t bill R

2 2 2
x x1  y1  RV

1 such that

coses 2) ) sinO (eqn 135)

The above equation was solved for 9 by squaring both sides and solving a
quadratic for sine:

R2 Vt2k let A - r and B - r
2R 2  2Rl Rt

t

'r then

0 = sin- 2

Ths.xpesio.L B +1

This expression was solved and the correct root selected for R. The time to
turn is

e
.t V7t (eqn B6)

t
and at n=2 and n=3, we find

t = 6.2 sec. (n=2)

tt = 4.4 sec kn=3)

ThL. fuel to turn was calculated using the horsepower values found in 'fable 3
at the appropriate load factor and speed.
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tt (eqn 137)

Ft = 'h'urn Hi-' x t x 3600 ( 1

1•t('h t hat: 60

Ft 0. 106 lbs (n=2)

F = 0. 122 lbs (n=3)

The total fuel required for a first-pass maneuver where the pilot turns all
the way out to his visual radius is

F(FP) = 2 F r 4 - Ft (eqn 138)

Substituting in, we obtain

F(FP) = 0,239 lbs (n=2)

F(FP) 0.274 lbs (n=3)

SECOND-PASS MANEUVER

Second-pass maneuver geometry is shown in Figure B2.

Rt t
k/

R v LOCATION

Figure B2. Second-Pass Maneuver Geometry
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'Thp. _vhI _ ip __ r- the an'. a for tha fi t-so mneuver, -4 t,{ t~hr, Rt, tt and Ft expressions do not change. However, the expression for
tfeturn angle is solved from

1=2 70 - 7 (eqn Bq))

where Lt

R C"V (1 + siny) (eqn B10)

Squaring both sides, a quadratic can be solved for sin y to obtain

7y= sin- 1

Then 0 was readily calculated, and the results are

tt = 16.7 sec (n=2)

.t = 12.4 see (n=3)

Ft = 0.285 lbs (n=2)

Ft = 0.343 lbs (n=3)

Since the load factors considered are the same as those used in the first-pass
"maneuver, the roll quantities calculated remain unchanged. The total fuel
required in the second-pass maneuver is then

F = 0.418 lbs (n=2)
sp

F = 0.495 lbs (n=3)

sp
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PUITTAL-TIP MANEUVER

jPull-up maneuver geometry is shown in Figure B3.

R R

50 FT

RV

Figure B3. Pull-up Maneuver Geometry

The new symbols introduced are

0u = pull-up angle (rad)

Ru= pull-up rqdius (ft)

t -= time to pull-upu

The equations for the pull-up are
V2

R1 - g(n-l) (eqn B12)

0u cos- 1  u - 50 (eqn B13)= RU
V

u i (eqn B314)
u

incd the pull-up time is given by
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F.-50g (n-i)]
CO = 2  I (eqn 1315)

uO rgfn-1)

At n=2 and n=3 at 200 and 250 ft/sec. respectively, the time to pull up is

I tu = 1.75 sec (n=2)

tu = 1.20 sec (n=3)

The horsepower to pull-up was taken from Table 3 such that the fuel to
pull-up was found to be

Fý = 0.030 lbs (n=2)

IF F= 0.057 lbs (n=3)

I
I

1

I
r

.1
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